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EDITOR'S NOTE: 

IJME NOW INDEXED BY EBSCO 

—————————————————————————————————————–———— 

Philip Weinsier, IJME Manuscript Editor 

EBSCO 
 

IJME is proud to be part of EBSCO Subscription Services 

and EBSCO Publishing, which is a subsidiary of EBSCO 

Industries, Inc., ranked by Forbes as the 168th largest pri-

vately-owned company in the U.S. EBSCO Subscription 

Services has served library and research communities for 

more than 60 years. EBSCO Publishing is the most prolific 

aggregator of full text materials, offering a growing suite of 

more than 300 bibliographic and full-text databases availa-

ble worldwide. EBSCO currently licenses over 77,000 full-

text content sources, from over 5,100 publishers, for inclu-

sion in its databases.  

 

Established in 1944, EBSCO is recognized as the world’s 

leading information agent providing consultative services 

and cutting-edge technology for managing and accessing 

quality content, including print and e-journals, e-packages, 

research databases, e-books and more, making it the leader 

in the database marketplace. Not only does EBSCO supply 

its databases to thousands of universities, biomedical insti-

tutions, schools, and other libraries in the United States and 

Canada, but the company is the leading database provider 

for libraries outside of North America. At present, EBSCO 

provides nationwide access to its databases in more than 70 

countries, including developing nations with emerging 

economies.  

 

Thomson Reuters ISI 
 

IJME is currently under consideration for inclusion in the 

Thomson Reuters and DOAJ databases. With the breadth 

and scope of EBSCO’s services, one might rightly ask why 

anyone would want or need to pursue indexing by yet other 

organizations. As it turns out, different organizations pro-

vide different kinds of services to aid readers and research-

ers alike in the pursuit of finding and quantitatively evaluat-

ing authors and journals.   

Researchers, faculty, information scientists and librarians 

have been evaluating journals for the better part of the last 

100 years. But, arguably, it wasn’t until Thomson Reuters 

developed its citation indexes that it became possible to do 

computer-compiled statistical reports on the output of jour-

nals and the frequency of their citations. Then, in the 1960s, 

they invented the journal "impact factor", often abbreviated 

as IF, for use in their in-house analyses as part of their Sci-

ence Citation Index®. Around 1975, they began publishing 

the information in their Journal Citation Reports® (JCR). 

 

The JCR® provides quantitative tools for ranking, evalu-

ating, categorizing, and comparing journals, of which im-

pact factor is but one. Basically, impact factor is a measure 

of the frequency with which the average journal article has 

been cited, generally over a period of three years, and is 

calculated by dividing the number of current-year citations 

to the source items published in that journal during the pre-

vious two years. IF is frequently used to describe the rela-

tive importance of a journal within its field and is useful in 

clarifying the significance of total citation frequencies. 

What’s more, it tends to level the playing field by eliminat-

ing biases related to a journal being large or small, and 

whether issues are published more or less often. 

 

The Directory of Open Access 

Journals (DOAJ) 
 

In their own words, the aim of the DOAJ is to increase the 

visibility and ease of use of open-access scientific and 

scholarly journals, thereby promoting their increased usage 

and impact; a one-stop shop to open-access journals. So 

while it is important for authors to publish their work, it is 

also important that readers be able to find and gain access to 

these published studies. The DOAJ helps to provide an 

overview of subject-specific collections and freely accessi-

ble online journals and integrate the information into a user-

friendly library. 
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Editorial Review Board Members 
 

Listed here are the members of the IAJC International Review Board, who devoted countless hours to the review of the 

many manuscripts that were submitted for publication. Manuscript reviews require insight into the content, technical expertise 

related to the subject matter, and a professional background in statistical tools and measures. Furthermore, revised manu-

scripts typically are returned to the same reviewers for a second review, as they already have an intimate knowledge of the 

work. So I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the members of the review board.  

 

As we continually strive to improve upon our conferences, we are seeking dedicated individuals to join us on the planning 

committee for the next conference—tentatively scheduled for 2013. Please watch for updates on our website 

(www.IAJC.org) and contact us anytime with comments, concerns or suggestions. Again, on behalf of the 2011 IAJC-ASEE 

conference committee and IAJC Board of Directors, we thank all of you who participated in this great conference and hope 

you will consider submitting papers in one or more areas of engineering and related technologies for future IAJC conferences. 
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Abstract 
 

Most of the time the processing capability and efficiency 

of computers are compared to that of a human brain. This 

comparison lays the basic foundation for Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN). In today’s technological age, neural net-

works are finding applications in almost every field. In this 

paper, an application of an ANN approach is presented to 

implement digital circuits. This approach provides an easier 

structural method for verification of digital logic circuits. 

Additionally, information about various neural network 

modeling tools is given. Also, a software tool is used to 

design a 5-bit Arithmetic Logical Unit (ALU). 

 

Introduction 
 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a network of sev-

eral processing units known as neurons, where the infor-

mation about the inputs and outputs is stored in the network 

in the form of interneuron connections known as weights. 

Each neuron has a fixed threshold value. Knowledge is ac-

quired by the system through a learning process and is 

stored in the form of synaptic weights. When an input is 

given to the neuron, via an interneuron connection, the sum-

mation of the product of the synaptic input weights forms 

the weighted input. Then, it is subtracted from the threshold 

value to generate the activation of the neuron. Eventually, 

the activation is passed through the activation function to 

produce the output. The important part of ANN modeling is 

training, during which the value for the synaptic weight is 

computed by correlating the input with the output. This 

training procedure is similar to the learning process of the 

human brain. According to our experiences and knowledge, 

the strength of interneuron connections, or synapses, is al-

tered in our brain [1]. 
 

The most significant characteristic of ANN is its use in 

applications where the user does not know the exact rela-

tionship between input and output. In this study, this ad-

vantage of ANN was explored by designing combinational 

digital circuits. Even though the relationship between input 

and output is known in combinational digital circuits, it is 

sometimes very complex and requires a lot of computing. 

Therefore, in this study, only the inputs and outputs were 

used for training and designing ANN models equivalent to 

the combinational digital circuit. The benefit of doing so is 

that this kind of modeling can be used for digital circuit 

functional verification and testing. 

 

A discrete neuron model element can assume one of two 

possible states, 0 or 1. Figure 1 shows a neural architecture, 

referred to as a perceptron, which serves as a building block 

for primitive digital logic gates. Each perceptron can have 

multiple inputs and one output. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. A Typical Neural Perceptron 

 

A perceptron is connected to its neighbors through nets or 

signals similar to logic circuits and associated with a real 

number, Tij , which connect perceptron j to i. A perceptron 

receives inputs from its neighbors and processes the inputs 

to produce its output function. A neural representation of 

digital logic gate primitives is shown in Figure 2 as a 

weighted graph, with the perceptrons represented as vertices 

and signals or nets as weighted edges. Each perceptron is 

also assigned a threshold. As an example, consider the neu-

ral network representation of a two-input AND gate shown 

in Figure 2. The AND gate neural element has three percep-

trons labeled a, b, and c and whose thresholds are 0.5, 0.5 

and 0.8, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. AND Neural Representation 

 

A digital logic circuit with N gates can be realized with a 

neural network with N perceptrons, where the interconnec-

tions between the perceptron elements represent a specific 

Boolean logic expression. As an illustration, consider a neu-

——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 
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ral network realization of an AND gate, with positive or 

negative weights for edges in the range of -1 and 1, and the 

threshold to be assumed in the range of -1 to 1. In an AND 

operation, both of the inputs need to be adequately high in 

order to produce an output. Assuming a threshold value of 

0.8 for perceptron c, and setting the weights of the two edg-

es at 0.5, then if both inputs of the AND gate are 1, the per-

ceptron will have an activation output function of (1 * 0.5 + 

1 * 0.5), which is greater than the output perceptron thresh-

old and causes the perceptron to fire. 

 

Modeling Digital Gates using ANN 
 

The input and output signal states of a logic gate can be 

expressed in terms of minimum-energy function states, de-

fined for an ANN. Similarly, a digital circuit can be ex-

pressed by a single energy function. In the development of 

an ANN model for digital circuits, it is important to deter-

mine if it is going to be a single layer or multiple layer ANN 

model. The decision variable for deciding the number of 

layers in ANN modeling is Decision Hyperplane. A hyper-

plane associated with neuron i can be expressed by Equation  

(1) [2]: 

 

(1) 

 

 

where I represents the threshold of the neuron; T represents 

the interconnection weight between neuron i and neuron j; 

and, Vi is the activation value of neuron i. 

 

A hyperplane associated with neuron i is termed as deci-

sion hyperplane if the ON(1) and OFF(0) states of the sys-

tem lie on the opposite sides of hyperplane and all other 

points lie on it. In such a case, ANN will form a single layer 

network. Otherwise, a multilayer ANN is formed. For in-

stance, consider the case of a logical AND gate, the truth 

table for which is shown in Figure 3(a). In this case, the ON 

and OFF states of the AND gate can be separated by using a 

hyperplane, as shown in Figure 3(b). So, a single layer neu-

ral network is formed, as represented by Figure 3(c). This is 

also true for OR, NAND, NOR, and NOT gates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Neural Modeling of an AND Gate 
 

 

In the case of an XOR gate, however, the ON and OFF 

states cannot be separated using a single hyperplane, as 

shown in Figure 4(b). So it forms a double layer network. 

An XNOR would represent a similar case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Neural Modeling of an XOR Gate 

 

Designing an ANN Model 
 

Once there is a basic understanding of the concept, there 

are various ways to design neural networks. Users can de-

sign and train neural networks using programming lan-

guages such as C++ , C# , Python, and Java. Beyond pro-

gramming there are various software tools available which 

can be used to design neural networks. Some of them are 

listed here: 

1. Matlab-Neural Network Toolbox 

2. EasyNN-plus 

3. Java Object Oriented Neural Engine 

4. NNDef-Toolkit 

5. Sharky Neural Network 

6. A.I.Solver Studio 

7. C# Neural network library 

 

Amongst all these tools, EasyNN-plus was selected be-

cause it is particularly user friendly, and multilayer neural 

networks can be designed; the details of the neural network 

can subsequently be imported as text files. The only draw-

back with this tool is that it designs only feed-forward ANN 

models. In this study, 1-bit and 5-bit ALUs were designed 

using this tool. 

 

Designing a 1-Bit ALU using  

EasyNN-plus 
 

To design a 1-bit ALU using EasyNN-plus, the only thing 

required is ALU realization and then training the data for a 

functional 1-bit ALU and then just setting the required pa-

rameters. Once the parameters are set, the neural network 

can be designed and, eventually, verified by adding the que-

ry data to the training data. The opcodes used for designing 

this 1-bit ALU have been tabulated in Table 1. Using these 

opcodes, the data used for training, validating, and querying 

the neural network model are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

I
i
+ T

ji

j=1

n

∑ V
j
= 0



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

Table 1. Opcode for a 1-Bit ALU 

 

In Table 2, columns I:0 and I:1 represent the 1-bit inputs 

to the ALU; I:2 represents the opcodes; O:3 is the output; 

and O:4 represents the carry-over flag. In addition, the rows 

labeled T:n, where n is the row number, are the training 

examples. Examples used to validate the neural network are 

labeled V:n, where n is again the row number.  

 
Table 2. Training for a 1-Bit ALU 

Finally, the query data are given by the user to verify the 

neural network model. In case of a query, the neural net-

work model tries to predict the output for the given set of 

inputs. In this case, by giving a query and then verifying its 

output, the user can determine whether the neural network 

meets minimum error conditions or not. The other important 

factor is setting up the control values like average training 

error, number of layers, and learning rate. The dialog box 

for setting the controls is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. ANN Controls for Designing a 1-Bit ALU 

 

After setting up the controls, the designer would press the  

“Start learning” button in the main panel window and the 

software will start designing the neural network and stop 

when the minimum validating error time is below the set 

value. The ANN model realization of a 1-bit ALU is shown 

in Figure 6. The details of this model are shown in Figure 7. 

The average training error was 0.13. 

 

Designing a 5-Bit ALU 
 

The design of a 5-bit ALU is similar to that of a 1-bit. 

Figure 8 shows the opcode table and control values for a 5-

bit ALU. For this case, 11 input columns were used—ten 

columns for input data and one for the opcode. Using a pro-

cedure similar to the one described earlier, a neural network 

was designed and is shown in Figure 9. The average training 

error was 0.141056 for the training process of this 5-bit 

ALU neural network. 

 

OPCODE OPERATION 

0 ADD 

1 SUB 

2 AND 

3 OR 

4 NOT 

5 NAND 

6 NOR 

7 XOR 

——————————————————————————————————————————————————– 
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Figure 6. Neural Network Model for a 1-Bit ALU 

Figure 7. A 1-Bit ALU ANN Model 

Figure 8. Details of a 5-Bit ALU 

Figure 9. Neural Network Model of a 5-Bit ALU 

 

Future Work 
 

The Boolean Difference concept [3] was evaluated along 

with the proposed ANN digital logic realization technique 

for the testing of combinational circuits. The basic principle 

of the concept is to drive two Boolean expressions—one of 

which represents normal, fault-free behavior of the circuit, 

while the other represents logical behavior under an as-

sumed single stuck-at-1 or stuck-at-0 fault condition. These 

two expressions are then realized using the ANN methodol-

ogy for verification and Automatic Test Pattern Generation 

(ATPG) based on energy optimization of a Hopfield Neural 

Network [4], [5]. The block diagram for the proposed 

ATPG structure is shown in Figure 10 and consists of the 

following major components: 

 

1. Circuit description containing a hard-coded form of 

the complete description of the circuit. 



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

2. Energy surface generator to generate the energy 

surface for the circuit based on the Hopfield energy 

equation. 

3. Test circuit is the circuit under test to be checked 

for faults. 

4. Test circuit state table contains the functional state 

of the test circuit for the given inputs. 

5. Fault Processing Unit takes the data from the ener-

gy surface and test circuit state table and processes 

them to determine if faults exist. 

 

The implementation of the ATPG phase of this research 

work is currently under exploration. 

 

Figure 10. Block Diagram of ATPG 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper presents a methodology for realization and 

functional verification of digital logic circuits using ANN as 

the building block to model digital logic circuits in a hierar-

chical method. Using ANN logical blocks, various combina-

tional circuits were successfully modeled. An example of 

designing a 5-bit ALU with its functional verification was 

successfully implemented. The next phase of this research 

project is underway to use the ANN-modeling of digital 

circuits to test for faults and delays and generate automatic 

test patterns for a given circuit. 
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Abstract  

 

By employing an active input power factor correction 

(IPFC) circuit as a front-end converter for a variable-speed 

induction motor drive system, the author was able to 

demonstrate improvement of the system’s power quality, 

which involved a high power factor (PF) and low total har-

monic distortion (THD). This variable-speed motor drive 

(VSMD) can save more electrical energy than a fixed-speed 

motor drive, given that both operate on the same load factor. 

Few of the small VSMDs have IPFC circuits to save on 

their production costs. A three-phase, inverter-fed induction 

motor drive (IMD) with a single-phase source and an active 

IPFC circuit was developed in order to study the impact of 

an experimental IPFC circuit. The focus of this study of an 

input PF-corrected VSMD was on the effects of the circuit 

on overall system efficiency and input PF. Empirical com-

parisons between the conventional bridge rectifier circuit 

and IPFC circuit, in terms of PF and efficiency as they re-

late to motor speed, were made. A steady-state model of the 

IMD, including a three-phase inverter and an active IPFC 

circuit, was developed to predict system performance. The 

analytical results were correlated to the experimental results 

obtained from a prototype, one-horsepower IMD using a 

constant volts-per-hertz (V/Hz) control strategy. The overall 

system performance of the IPFC circuit was better than 

without it in terms of harmonic contents and PF. The system 

efficiency, however, showed marginal inferiority over the 

IPFC circuit as the front-end IPFC circuit and the three-

phase inverter were connected serially. It should be empha-

sized that the IMD, with the IPFC circuit, was desirable in 

order to utilize the generated electrical energy effectively, 

while minimizing the harmonic contamination.  

 

Introduction 
 

Emerging applications of fractional-horsepower IMDs—

such as compressors, appliances, blowers, hand tools, and 

heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC)—invoke 

the urgency of studying the effects of the IPFC on the 

VSMDs [1-5]. The necessity for efficient utilization of gen-

erated electrical energy is growing in significance in order 

to optimize the usage of utility power plant capacity.  

Moreover, awareness of minimizing harmonic contamina-

tion in the electric power line is rising due to the increased 

use of electronic equipment powered by an ac-to-dc bridge 

rectifier with large filter capacitors and/or a switch-mode 

power supply (SMPS). 

 

One of the most active research and development areas in 

the power electronics field is VSMD [6-14]. As power sem-

iconductor devices become cheaper, faster and more relia-

ble, the use of energy-saving VSMDs in industry and resi-

dential applications has been increasing. VSMDs utilizing 

induction and dc motors make up the majority of industrial 

and domestic drives. Although these VSMDs require an 

initial investment and generate current harmonics, they pro-

vide significant improvements in performance such as better 

control, wider speed ranges, soft start, and enormous energy 

savings in various kinds of applications. The selection of 

VSMDs is an application-specific matter. There are many 

factors to be considered when selecting VSMD systems, 

including cost, output torque, speed ranges, performance, 

and power ratings. 

 

The emerging requirement in VSMD applications for 

drawing near sinusoidal current from the utility and fewer 

harmonics being injected into the utility lines is the motiva-

tion for investigation of the PF-corrected motor drive sys-

tem. The impact of IPFC on system efficiency and power 

converter ratings is to be studied for the high-volume but 

low-cost applications such as washers, dryers, refrigerators, 

freezers, hand tools, and process drives. The power ratings 

for most of these high-volume applications are less than one

-horsepower. 

 

All off-line VSMDs have rectifiers and storage capacitors 

in their front-ends to get dc voltage from an ac power 

source. This input circuitry lowers the PF of the VSMD 

systems and pollutes ac power systems. The PF is the ratio 

of real power in watts (W) to apparent power in volt-

amperes (VA). The PF becomes unity when the input ac 

current and voltage are sinusoidal and in phase. In an off-

line VSMD system, the input current is distorted and even 

out of phase with the input voltage, the power factor is less 

than unity, and less real power is transmitted to the load. 

However, the rms input current is increased due to the har-
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monic currents, plus the current required by the load must 

still be carried, thus requiring the wiring of the ac power 

system to be heavier and more expensive than necessary. 

 

The most common problem with ac power systems is 

caused by electric motors operating in industries. The induc-

tive component of the motors causes the ac current to lag 

the ac voltage. This results in a low power factor. Assuming 

the loads are linear, the power factor can be corrected to 

near unity by connecting a bank of capacitors across the ac 

power line. The low PF gives rise to a number of serious 

problems in VSMD systems. The size of the input fuses and 

circuit breakers of the input circuitry must be increased. The 

distorted input current waveform, which causes interference 

with other equipment, must be filtered to reduce the magni-

tude of the harmonic frequencies. Consequently, to increase 

the output power from ac power systems, it is necessary to 

correct the PF. This substantially reduces peak and rms in-

put current and makes it possible to achieve higher output 

power. 

 

With the proliferation of nonlinear loads such as SMPSs, 

standards agencies around the world are developing require-

ments for harmonic contents of the electronic power conver-

sion systems to reduce the overall distortion on the main 

supply line. One of these standards is the IEC 1000-3-2 

(same as EN 61000-3-2 published in 1995 and the latest 

version of IEC 555-2 published in 1982) [15] from the In-

ternational Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to set the 

limits for input harmonic currents in the electrical equip-

ment. The standard describes general requirements for test-

ing equipment as well as the limits and the practical imple-

mentations of the test. For the purpose of harmonic current 

limitation, the standard divides electrical equipment into 

four classes, as shown in Figure 1. Each class has different 

harmonic current limits. Any balanced, three-phase equip-

ment or other electronic apparatus which do not fall into 

either Class B, C, or D will automatically be moved to Class 

A. To apply a Class D limit, the following two requirements 

should be satisfied: 

 

·  Input power should be less than 600W. 

·  The input current waveshape of each half cycle 

should be within the envelope shown in Figure 2 for 

at least 95% of the duration of each half period. 

 

The center line in Figure 2 coincides with the peak value 

of the input current. The second requirement implies that 

the waveform, having a small peak outside the envelope, is 

considered to fall within the envelope. In Class D limits, for 

equipment with input power greater than 75W, relative lim-

its (mA/W) should be applied; otherwise, absolute limits 

will be applied. The specified limits of the IEC 1000-3-2 

standards are applicable to electrical equipment having an 

input current up to 16A per phase with nominal voltages of 

230V with single-phase frequencies of 50 or 60Hz, and the 

harmonic currents of interest are from the 2nd to 40th har-

monic. 

Note. Motor-driven: Phase Angle Controlled 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart for Class Determination of Electrical 

Equipment by IEC 1000-3-2 Standards 

Figure 2. Class D Waveform Envelope 

 

The appliance VSMDs fall into the Class A or D catego-

ries, depending on whether they use a phase-angle con-

trolled VSMD, and their input power range is less than or 

greater than 600W. The VSMDs, which were investigated 

in this study, have front-end rectifier circuits to convert ac 

voltage into dc voltage. The ac input current of the VSMD 

has a pulse-type waveform, which falls into the Class D 
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envelope regardless of the magnitude of its input power 

because the pulse current is normalized based on its peak 

value. If the input power of a VSMD is over 600W, a Class 

A limit should be applied. Otherwise, the Class D limit will 

be applied. Therefore, in this study, only the Class A and D 

limits were employed to verify the effects of IPFC and IEC 

1000-3-2 standards.  

 

Single-Phase IPFC Topologies 
 

The study of IPFC topologies is limited here to the single-

phase version because most of the appliance VSMDs are 

powered by a single-phase utility source. The classification 

of single-phase, off-line IPFC topologies for VSMDs [16-

19] is shown in Figure 3. Among these IPFC topologies, 

low frequency active, resonant and isolated types were not 

considered in this study. A passive IPFC [18] is more relia-

ble than an active IPFC because no active devices are uti-

lized. However, it has bulky capacitors and inductors oper-

ating at line frequency, and it is sensitive to the line fre-

quency, line voltage, and load. Therefore, this method is not 

suitable for appliance drives. The most popular active IPFC 

method is the boost topology [16]. This topology is a uni-

versal solution for SMPS to small-motor drive applications. 

It has a smooth input current because an inductor is con-

nected in series with the power source, showing a low level 

of conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise. This 

topology has a high output voltage which is greater than the 

peak input voltage. The overload and start-up currents can-

not be controlled in this topology because there is no series 

switch between the input and output path. Also, isolation 

between the input and output cannot be easily implemented. 

Figure 3. Classification of Single-Phase IPFC Topologies  

for Small VSMD Systems 

The buck-type IPFC has lower output voltage than input 

voltage and it has a pulsating input current, which generates 

high harmonics in the power line. This circuit is not practi-

cal for low-line inputs because it does not draw the input 

current when input voltage is lower than output voltage. 

Therefore, it has a relatively low power factor compared to 

the boost IPFC circuit. The buck-type IPFC is suitable for 

charger applications due to its voltage step-down nature 

[17]. 

 

The SEPIC (single-ended primary inductor converter) 

IPFC circuit has a single power switch driven at high fre-

quency, as with the boost IPFC topology, but it needs extra 

inductive and capacitive passive components for energy 

storage and transfer. The input current of SEPIC is 

smoothed by employing an inductor in series with the power 

source. This circuit can be easily modified to the isolated 

version. A cascaded converter, which has a buck circuit in 

the front and boost circuit in the second stage, is introduced 

by Singh & Singh [6]. The buck switch is turned on when 

the input voltage is below the output voltage. This causes 

the circuit to operate as a boost converter. When the input 

voltage is higher than the output voltage, the boost circuit is 

stopped and the buck circuit restarts. This converter can 

supply step-up or step-down outputs; thus, it can operate 

over a wide range of inputs. There is no inrush current due 

to the buck switch, which is in series with the power source, 

but it has a pulsating input current which requires more fil-

tering. 

 

Another non-isolated IPFC topology is the pulse width 

modulation (PWM) bridge rectifier. This topology can also 

supply step-up or step-down outputs, similar to the buck-

boost circuit. The PWM bridge rectifier circuit needs two or 

four power switches to yield a unity power factor because it 

employs a half- or full-bridge configuration. It also needs a 

more complicated control circuit than the boost topology, 

but for high-power applications, it may be a good candidate. 

 

Proposed IPFC-IMD System 
 

The proposed IPFC-IMD system for this study is shown 

in Figure 4. Note that the IPFC circuit can be replaced with 

a single-phase diode rectifier bridge circuit for a compara-

tive study. IPFC has both input current and voltage feed-

backs in order to obtain the sinusoidal input current. The 

output voltage sensing circuit rejects the adverse effect of 

load variation on the dc link voltage. The inverter power 

circuit is made up of MOSFET devices and operates at 

2.78kHz with PWM control. The control strategy is a con-

stant V/Hz with the offset adjustment. In this study, the off-

set was fixed at a value equal to the rated stator resistive 

voltage drop. The drive had an inner rotor speed feedback 

Single-Phase Off-Line 

IPFC Topologies

Active

Low Frequency High Frequency

Resonant PWM

Non-Isoalted:

Boost, Buck, Buck+Boost

Isolated:

Flyback, PWM Bridge 

Rectifier

(Half- or-Full-Wave)

Passive
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loop to control the slip speed. This limited the stator current 

effectively over the range of speed variation.  

 

Principle of Operation of the  

Boost IPFC Circuit 
 

The principle of operation of the boost IPFC circuit, 

which was selected for the VSMD system, is explained in 

this section. The predicted efficiency of the boost PFC pre-

regulator was obtained with derived analytical equations 

and compared with experimental results. The harmonic con-

tents in the input current of the boost PFC circuit were com-

pared with the IEC 1000-3-2 standards [15], [20]. In a 

VSMD, the ac utility input voltage must be converted to dc 

with a rectifier circuit, as shown in Figure 4. This circuit has 

the advantages of simplicity, low cost, high reliability, and 

no need of control. However, it has the disadvantages of 

low PF due to the presence of rich harmonics in its current 

and a high peak-current magnitude, as shown in Figures 5

(a), (b), and (c). This relationship was obtained from the 

PSpice simulation of a single-phase diode bridge rectifier 

circuit and was normalized to the peak value.  

 

The input circuitry of an off-line VSMD consisted of rec-

tifier diodes to convert ac into pulsating dc, and filter capac-

itors to smooth the pulsating dc voltage, as shown in Figure 

4. This input circuitry presents rich harmonic currents to ac 

power systems that are quite different from motor loads 

because it appears as a nonlinear load to ac power systems. 

In the input circuitry, ac current pulses occur because the 

filter capacitor remains charged to nearly the peak value of 

the ac input voltage.  

 

During most of each half cycle of the input voltage, the 

rectifier diodes remain reverse biased; thus, no current 

flows. Because the filter capacitors partly discharge during 

each half-cycle, the input voltage exceeds the capacitor volt-

age for a short time near the peak value of the input voltage. 

As the input voltage surpasses the capacitor voltage, the 

input current begins to flow abruptly into the capacitor. Af-

ter the capacitor is charged almost to the peak value of the 

Figure 4. Proposed IPFC-IMD System 
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input voltage and the input voltage begins to decrease, the 

input current falls to zero. Also, it causes overheating of the 

power lines and distribution transformers. Under extreme 

conditions, other sensitive electronic equipment connected 

to the same power line can be affected by noise related to 

electromagnetic interference (EMI). 

a) A Single-Phase Diode Rectifier Circuit with Capacitor 

b) Normalized Input ac Voltage, vs and Current, is 

c) Normalized Harmonic Spectrum of Current is 

 
Figure 5. Analysis of Current Harmonic Contents in the Diode 

Bridge Rectifier Circuit with Capacitor by Simulation 

 

As required by various standards, the line harmonics pro-

duced by a VSMD must be below certain limits, which in-

crease the input PF. The high PF is desirable to both the 

user and the utility company because it is possible to get 

maximum power from an ac service outlet and to utilize the 

generated power efficiently and cleanly. It is also possible 

to reduce the wiring and power transformer losses in the 

utility network with high PF. With increasing demand for 

more power and better power quality from a standard power 

line, the IPFC circuit will become an integral part of 

VSMDs in the near future. 

 

The boost IPFC circuit is an economical solution to the 

need for complying with the regulations. It can be imple-

mented with a dedicated single-chip controller; therefore, 

the circuit becomes relatively simple with a minimum num-

ber of components. The boost inductor in the boost IPFC 

circuit is in series with the ac power line; thus, the input 

current does not pulsate and the conducted EMI at the line is 

minimized. This allows the size of the EMI filter and the 

conductors in the input circuit to be reduced. This topology 

inherently accepts the wide input voltage range without an 

input voltage selector switch. For example, the UC3854 PF 

controller chip from Texas Instruments [21] accepts an in-

put voltage of 75 – 275VAC and a frequency of 50–400Hz. 

It cannot limit overcurrent at start-up or fault conditions 

because there is no switch between the line and the output.  

 

The output voltage of a boost IPFC circuit should be 

higher than the peak value of the maximum input voltage. 

Even though this is a simple topology, it must be designed 

to handle the same power as the main power converter. On-

ly the single-phase boost IPFC circuit operating in the con-

tinuous-inductor-current mode was addressed in this study. 

The simplified block diagram of the boost IPFC circuit is 

shown in Figure 4. This circuit has two control loops. One is 

the fast-acting internal current loop, which defines the input 

current shape to be sinusoidal and places it in phase with the 

input voltage. The other is the external voltage loop, which 

regulates the output dc voltage. The voltage loop should not 

react to the 120Hz rectified mains variations, so its band-

width was lowered to 10 to 20Hz. The current loop usually 

has a bandwidth frequency of less than one tenth of the 

switching frequency. 

 

The principle of operation of the boost IPFC is as follows: 

the rectified sinusoidal input voltage goes to a multiplier 

circuit, providing a current reference to the multiplier and a 

feedforward signal proportional to the rms value of the line 

voltage. The filtered dc output voltage of the boost IPFC is 

compared to a reference voltage and amplified. The error 

amplifier senses the variations between the output voltage 

and the fixed dc reference voltage. The error signal is then 

applied to the multiplier. The multiplier's output follows the 

shape of the input ac voltage, with an average value inverse-

ly proportional to the rms value of the ac input voltage. This 

signal is compared to the sensed current signal in a PWM 

circuit. The inductor current waveform follows the shape of 
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the rectified ac line voltage. The gate drive signal controls 

the inductor current amplitude and maintains the constant 

output voltage. 

 

Derivation of the Steady-State IPFC-

IMD System Model for Analysis 
 

Steady-state loss models of the induction motor, load, 

inverter, IPFC circuit, and bridge rectifier were developed 

and a procedure to compute various subsystem variables is 

presented in this section.  

 

The load and its requirements are known and, hence, they 

constitute the starting point for the steady-state performance 

computation. Using the rotor speed and the load power with 

the inverter output voltage equation, induction motor equa-

tions, and load equations, the overall system equations were 

assembled. What follows is the solution of the system equa-

tion iteratively for the slip, stator frequency and all other 

variables for each speed with a specific load. 

 

As the stator phase current was given, the inverter losses 

could be computed with switching and conduction loss 

equations. The input power to the inverter could be calculat-

ed with the inverter losses combined with the induction mo-

tor input power. The sum of inverter input power and the 

IPFC circuit losses yields the input power from the ac mains 

supply. The solution of the input power leads to a complete 

solution of the steady-state performance of the IPFC-IMD 

system.  

 

Bridge Rectifier 
 

Only the diode conduction losses were considered. The 

conduction losses in a single-phase rectifier bridge, Pbr , are 

given by Equation (1), 

 

 

(1) 

 

 

where Vd is the forward diode voltage drop, Iin is the ac in-

put current, Vin is the ac input voltage, and Pin is the ac input 

power from the ac mains supply. 

 

IPFC Circuit 
 

The IPFC circuit has a single power device with a for-

ward diode in the boost configuration. The peak current in 

the boost inductor in terms of the ac input current, Iin, is 

 

 

(2) 

 

The IPFC circuit is designed to operate with 10% ripple 

current in the boost inductor. The current in the power 

switching device is, 

 

(3) 

 

where Id is the boost diode current given by, 

 

(4) 

 

 

and where Vo is the dc output voltage of the IPFC circuit 

and Vpk is the peak rectified ac line voltage. 

 

The losses in the boost switch are modeled as 

 

(5) 

 

 

where trp and tfp are the rise and fall times of the boost pow-

er switch, respectively.  

 

Rds(on) is the on-state drain-to-source resistance of the 

MOSFET power device and fc is the carrier frequency of the 

IPFC circuit. 

 

The losses in the boost diode are 

 

(6) 

 

where trrd is the reverse recovery time of the boost diode in 

the IPFC circuit. 

 

The losses in the boost inductor are 

 

(7) 

 

where Rdc is the dc resistance of the inductor. 

 

The losses, Pbripfc, in the diode bridge rectifier when the 

IPFC circuit is used are given by 

 

(8) 

 

where Iave is the average current in the single-phase bridge 

rectifier and Vd is the forward conduction voltage drop in 

the diodes. 

 

The total losses in the IPFC circuit, including the controller 

power supply losses, Pps, is obtained as 
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(9) 

 

Inverter 
 

The inverter output phase voltage is designed as a func-

tion of stator frequency command of the induction motor 

and given as 

(10) 

 

where Vof is the offset voltage given by 

(11) 

 

The constant, kvf , is given by 

 

(12) 

 

 

where Ib is the base stator phase current, Vb is the base stator 

phase voltage, and fb is the base stator frequency. 

 

The inverter switching loss, Pisw, and conduction loss, Picon , 

are modeled as 

 

(13) 

 

 

(14) 

 

where tr and tf are the rise and fall times of the power devic-

es, respectively, and trr is the reverse recovery time of the 

freewheeling diodes. And, fsw is the inverter switching fre-

quency, Rds(on) is the on-state resistance of the MOSFET 

power device, and Vdc is the dc link voltage input to the in-

verter. 

 

Induction Motor 
 

A single-phase equivalent circuit of the three-phase in-

duction motor is shown in Figure 6 [22], [23]. The loop 

voltage equations from the equivalent circuit are 

 

(15) 

 

 

(16) 

  

 

where 

(17) 

 

 

(18) 

 

and where Is, Ir, and Io are the stator, rotor, and magnetizing 

branch currents, respectively. Vas is the stator phase voltage, 

ws is the stator angular speed, Rs is the stator phase re-

sistance, and Rr is the stator referred rotor phase resistance. 

Lm, Lls, and Llr are the magnetizing, stator leakage, and sta-

tor referred rotor leakage inductances per phase, respective-

ly, and s is the slip given by 

 

(19) 

 

where wm and wr are rotor mechanical and electrical angular 

speed, respectively, N is the rotor speed in r/min, P is the 

number of poles, and fs is the supply stator frequency. 

 

The mechanical power developed in the rotor, Pm, for the m-

phase machine is given by 

 

(20) 

 

where m is the number of phases (three) in this study. 

 

Figure 6. Single-Phase Equivalent Circuit of the  

Three-Phase Induction Motor 

 

Load 
 

The load power, Po, is related to the induction motor out-

put in steady-state by 

 

(21) 

 

where Pfw is the friction and windage losses. 

 

In general, the output of any load is given as 

 

 

(22) 

 

 

where Pb is the base power, nb is the base speed in r/min and 

k is 1, 2, and 3 for constant, frictional, and fan-type loads, 

respectively. Note that Pfw is the function of motor speed, n. 
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Discussion of Experimental Results 
 

From the experimental data containing the friction and 

windage losses, the parameters of the induction and dc ma-

chines were calculated and, in conjunction with other meas-

urements, the induction motor output was determined for 

each operating point. Then, the system and induction motor 

efficiencies, system input PF, system line current, motor 

currents, and IPFC circuit efficiencies were calculated from 

the empirical data.  

 

The speed of the induction motor was varied from 500 r/

min to 3,000 r/min (0.87 p.u.), and the output power at the 

base speed (3,450 r/min) was 1 hp. The empirical data were 

obtained for the system with and without the IPFC circuit, 

and by keeping the input system voltage at 230V. 

 

Input Current Harmonics in the Boost 

IPFC Preregulator 
 

The sample input current waveform and its harmonic con-

tents of the prototype 2kW IPFC preregulator with a 1400W 

load are shown in Figure 7. The steady-state harmonics 

were measured by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) with 

the rectangular windowing function. The input ac current 

closely followed the sinusoidal voltage waveform, as de-

signed. The PF of this operating point was calculated as 

99% using the following equations: 

 

 

 

(23) 

 

 

 

(24) 

 

 

where Vrms is the ac input rms voltage, Irms is the input ac 

current, I1 is the fundamental component of Irms and cosf is 

the phase angle between input ac voltage and the fundamen-

tal current. The harmonic spectra of the input current with 

the IPFC circuit are shown in Figure 7. The input ac current 

closely follows the sinusoidal voltage waveform as de-

signed. The comparison of the measured input current har-

monic spectra magnitude with the modified IEC 1000-3-2 

Class A limit is shown in Figure 8. The harmonic spectra of 

the input current with the IPFC circuit are vastly improved 

compared with one in the bridge rectifier circuit with a ca-

pacitor. This validates the effectiveness of the IPFC.  

 

Figure 7. Experimental Waveforms of the 2kW PFC Preregu-

lator with 1.4kW Load (top) Input Current (5A/div, 5ms/div) 

(bottom) Input Current Harmonic Spectra (2.5A/div, 0.1kHz/

div) 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of Measured Input Current Harmonic 

Spectra from Figure 7 with Modified IEC 1000-3-2 Class A 

Harmonic Current Limit 

 

Experimental waveforms of the system input current and 

induction motor stator current at 1 p.u. speed and load 

torque are shown in Figures 9 and 10, for both the bridge 

rectifier- and IPFC-based VSMD systems along with their 

frequency spectra. The IPFC-IMD system was free of har-

monics in the system input current. The induction motor 

stator currents were practically the same with minor varia-

tions in their frequency spectra. The speed variation hardly 

affected these waveforms. 
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Figure 9. System ac Input Current (top) and Motor Stator 

Current (bottom) and their FFT with Diode Bridge Rectifier 

Front-end (Horizontal/div: Currents = 5ms, FFT = 100Hz) 

Figure 10. System ac Input Current (top) and Motor Stator 

Current (bottom) and their FFT with IPFC Circuit  

(Horizontal/div: Currents = 5ms, FFT = 100Hz) 

 

Efficiencies of the IPFC Circuit and the 

IMD System 
 

In Figure 11, the efficiency of the 2kW IPFC circuit em-

ployed in this study remained level above 95% over the 

entire output power range. The predicted efficiency matched 

closely with the measured one over the entire power range. 

This validation of the derived loss models has practical use-

fulness in estimating losses in the boost IPFC preregulator. 

 

The system input PF, input current, and overall IMD sys-

tem efficiency versus motor speed for systems either with or 

without the IPFC preregulator are shown in Figures 12(a), 

(b), and (c) for the friction load. The IPFC-based IMD 

showed a higher input PF over the entire speed range than 

one with a non-IPFC system. Hence, the IPFC-IMD system 

required lower input current to generate the same output 

compared with a non-IPFC system. The benefit of requiring 

less input current was noticeable over 0.4 p.u. speed. The 

non-IPFC system showed higher system efficiency up to 

0.75 p.u. speed, but the IPFC-based system showed higher 

system efficiency beyond that speed with a friction load. 

This is attributed to the fact that the stator current decreases 

with the decreasing stator voltage of the non-IPFC system. 

The non-IPFC system efficiency was approximately 2 to 4% 

higher than that of the IPFC-based system. 

Figure 11. Measured and Predicted Efficiencies for the Devel-

oped 2kW Boost IPFC Preregulator 

a) System Input PF 

b) System Input Current 

 
Figure 12. Input PF, Current, and System Efficiency with and 

without IPFC with Friction Load (continued on next page) 



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

c) Overall system efficiency 

Figure 12 (continued). Input PF, Current, and System Efficien-

cy with and without IPFC with Friction Load 

 

The effect of IPFC to the three-phase inverter perfor-

mance in terms of output voltage and current are shown in 

Figures 13(a) and (b). The IPFC-IMD system showed high-

er output voltage than the one with the non-IPFC system 

because of the tight output voltage regulation of the IPFC 

control circuit. The inverter needed less current output to 

drive the IMD to the same speed. 

 

However, the IPFC benefits from the efficiency of the 

induction motor slightly over 0.6 p.u. speed. The system and 

motor efficiencies were very poor for speeds lower than 0.3 

p.u., as the output was very small in this region and the loss-

es were many times that of the output in that speed range. 

The usual variation of speed range was 0.4 to 1 p.u. for the 

friction load; hence, the low-speed operation with low effi-

ciency may not be of immense importance. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The system steady-state model for both the bridge rectifi-

er- and IPFC-based IMD were formulated, and a steady-

state computational procedure was developed. The model 

was experimentally verified with a 1-hp laboratory proto-

type IPFC-IMD system and was found to be fairly accurate.  

 

A comparison between the non-IPFC- and IPFC-based 

systems was made for the friction type load. The non-IPFC 

system was preferable in terms of system efficiency; the 

IPFC-IMD system may not be quite as attractive due to ad-

ditional cost, however, the IPFC-based system was highly 

preferable for the minimum input harmonics and maximum 

PF. 
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a) Inverter Output Voltage  

b) Inverter Output Current 
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Abstract 

 

In this study, the authors designed a high-speed, two-

phase Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) for an air blower. 

Considering high core loss at a maximum speed of 30,000 

rpm for the proposed machine, a four-stator-pole two-rotor-

pole (4/2) structure was chosen in order to reduce switching 

loss. Rotor pole shaping was employed because of a non-

uniform air gap. Also, the rotor surface was optimally con-

toured in order to obtain constant torque and low torque 

ripple. The rotor pole arc had to be wide in such a way that 

torque ripple could be minimized during commutation. Iter-

ative optimization using Finite Element Method (FEM) al-

lowed the air gap to be designed for flat-top positive torque 

in phase excitation and small torque fluctuation during com-

mutation. This SRM was designed with an asymmetric in-

ductance profile where the positive region was wider than 

the negative one. The feasibility of the machine was verified 

by FEM and a prototype was built and installed in an air 

blower for experimental tests. 

 

Introduction 

 

Recently, there has been much interest in high-speed mo-

tor drives for practical applications to reduce system size 

while increasing efficiency. In particular, blowers, compres-

sors, pumps, and spindle drives are suitable applications for 

the high-speed motor drives, and the demand for the high-

speed motor system has greatly increased in the industrial 

market [1-4]. For practical systems, various electric ma-

chines, such as induction, permanent magnet, and switched 

reluctance motors, have been researched for application in 

high-speed systems [4-9]. 

 

SRM has a simple structure and inherent mechanical 

strength without rotor windings or permanent magnet. 

These mechanical structures are suitable for harsh environ-

ments and high-temperature and high-speed applications [4-

12]. Raminosoa et al. [4] investigated a 6.5kW, 6/4 SRM 

with a speed rating of 14,000 rpm for a fuel-cell compres-

sor. Also, an ultra-high-speed 6/4 SRM was introduced [5], 

where the practical results showed attainment of a speed of 

150,000 rpm with a simple control scheme. That study used 

a 3-phase symmetric structure. An asymmetric staggered-

gap type 4/2 SRM, with speeds up to 26,000 rpm, was also 

introduced  [8-9]. In many speed drive systems, the number 

of poles is very important due to the electrical frequency 

and core losses. So, many high-speed drives use a two-pole 

system to reduce the electrical frequency. And, the number 

of phases is proportional to the drive cost [13-15]. Although 

the power losses are proportional to the switching frequen-

cy, the advance angle can introduce additional conduction 

and switching loss due to the excitation current building up 

without torque production; this advance area is proportional 

to the motor speed and phase numbers. 

 

In this study, a 2-phase high-speed SRM was designed 

with continuous torque and self-starting characteristics. In 

order to reduce torque ripple, various types of rotor struc-

ture were analyzed. Additional non-linear air-gap structures 

were proposed based on the staggered-gap rotor type. The 

rotor pole shape provides a variable air gap according to 

rotor position, and it can produce a flat-top torque in a wide-

torque region without torque dead-zone. In order to opti-

mize torque ripple, the stator pole should have a cylindrical 

shape, but the shape of the rotor pole was designed by an 

iterative optimization process with FEM. The torque ripple, 

according to rotor position and air gap, was used as the opti-

mal objective function. The final SRM had to have a non-

uniform air gap and asymmetric inductance characteristic, 

which would yield wide positive and short negative torque 

regions. Such an SRM would be suitable for one-directional 

rotation due to its asymmetric inductance characteristic. The 

extended positive torque region can develop continuous 

torque with a torque overlap region and self-starting charac-

teristics at any rotor position without torque dead-zone. And 

by optimizing the variable-air-gap structure, torque ripple 

can be reduced. In order to verify the performance of the 

proposed high-speed 4/2 SRM, computer simulations and 

experimental tests were employed. 

 

Design of the Two-Phase 4/2 SRM 
 

Conventional 4/2 SRM 
 

The output torque, Te , can be derived from the induct-

ance, L , and phase current, i , as follows [1]: 
      

(1) 
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where L(θ,i) is inductance and depends on both rotor posi-

tion, θ , and phase current. 

 

Figure 1 shows conventional and modified 4/2 SRMs. 

The modified types include a staggered-gap rotor pole sur-

face type, air-teeth type, and air-hole rotor pole type [4], [13

-15]. Static torque profiles for those SRMs are compared in 

Figure 2, where the torque ripple is high, a zero-torque re-

gion is not avoidable, and torque for a motoring region is 

not enough in the conventional type. 

 a) Conventional Type              b) Staggered-Gap Type 

 c) Air-Teeth Type                      d) Air-Hole Type 
 
Figure 1. Various 4/2 SRMs 

 

On the other hand, the modified designs are suitable for 

self-starting at any rotor position, due to a wide positive 

torque region. However, even with the modifications of the 

rotor poles, the SRMs still experience a sudden rise in posi-

tive torque region. The reason for this is an air-gap change 

on the rotor pole surface. The torque ripple causes high vi-

bration and acoustic noise. An elaborate rotor pole shaping 

has to be incorporated with the design process instead of 

using one step on the rotor pole contour in order to obtain as 

small a torque fluctuation as possible. Among the modified 

types, the air-teeth and air-hole types are not easy to manu-

facture and to optimize. So, the design process is based on 

the staggered-gap rotor type. And, the rotor pole contour is 

determined to reduce torque ripple. 

 

 
Figure 2. Static Torque Characteristics of Conventional, Stag-

gered-Gap, Air-Teeth, and Air-Hole Types 
 

Proposed 4/2 SRM 
 

In order to obtain a wide positive torque region for stable 

self-starting, the rotor pole arc needs to be bigger than the 

stator pole pitch. Given this condition, the rotor pole surface 

must be optimally shaped, with respect to the rotor position, 

for mitigating torque ripple by means of an iterative method 

with FEM analysis. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the key design parameters in the deter-

mination of the rotor shape. The stator inner diameter (rs) is 

determined to be constant. It can be seen that the rotor pole 

arc is wider than one stator pole pitch. One rotor pole is 

segmented into n nodes, with each segment having its own 

radius (rk) and angular position (φk) in polar coordinates. 

Angle increment (Dφ) is determined by two node numbers 

and the rotor pole arc. The length of the air gap at the k-th 

node is equal to the difference between rs and rk. Radius rk 

changes within a limited boundary to achieve less torque 

oscillation. At the k-th node, radius rk needs to be decreased 

in case the calculated torque is bigger than the desired one. 

Conversely, if the calculated torque is too small, the radius 

rk is increased until the calculated torque reaches the target. 

It should be noted that the maximum possible value for radi-

us rk is limited by a critical dimension, which is the mini-

mum air gap. 
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a) Initial Condition 

b) Optimization Process 

 
Figure 3. Key Parameters in Rotor Shape Optimization 

 

Figure 4 shows the step-by-step design algorithm of rotor 

pole shaping. The initial set of conditions is: minimum air 

gap, acceptable torque error Terr [%] as a percentage of aver-

age torque Tavg, a node number, and angle increment Dφ. In 

this study, the angle increment was one degree and the ac-

ceptable torque error was set to 2%. Rated torque was set at 

0.2Nm for a 600W, 30,000 rpm high-speed air-blower sys-

tem.  

 

Figure 5 shows the flux distribution and density during 

optimization. The output torque was affected by both air-

gap and fringing flux. In general, the amount of fringing 

flux—when the rotor was optimized at the k-th node—will 

change when the (k+1)-th node is being optimized. This 

means that optimization of subsequent nodes will change 

torques at previous nodes which were calculated in previous 

steps. However, air-gap flux dominates fringing flux. The 

fringing effect can be ignored. So, the nodes were consid-

ered to be independent of each other during the optimization 

process. 

 

 

Figure 4. Flow Chart for Rotor Pole Optimization 

 

Figure 5. Flux Distribution During Optimization 

 

Figure 6 shows the results of rotor pole shaping through 

the optimization procedure for the high-speed 4/2 SRM, and 

Table 1 shows the specifications of the motor. 

 
Table 1. Specifications of the Proposed 4/2 SRM 

Parameters Value Parameters Value 
Output power 600W Average Torque 0.2Nm 
Stator Poles 4 Rotor Poles 2 

Bore Diameter 30mm Stator Outer Dia 80mm 
Stack Length 30mm Air-gap 0.25mm 

Stator Pole Arc 46° Rotor Pole Arc 102° 
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Figure 6. Optimized Rotor Pole Shape 

 

Figure 7 shows the inductance and torque profiles of the 

prototype SRM analyzed by FEM. Table 1 shows the design 

sheet and specifications of the motor. The inductance is 

asymmetric and, hence, the machine can produce a wide 

positive torque region for continuous torque generation. In 

order to include the saturation effect of the steel, the design 

procedure was conducted at a current of 7A. As shown in 

Figure 7, the inductance profiles are almost linear in the low

-current region, and the corresponding torque can be consid-

ered to be constant. However, in the high-current region, the 

torque is decreased at the middle of the rotor poles due to 

the steel saturation. 

 

As seen in Figure 7b, FEM results show higher torque 

ripple than the target value in the middle position of the 

rotor. In the design process, the maximum torque ripple was 

set to 2% of the rated value. However, the analyzed maxi-

mum torque ripple was about 10%. 

 

In Figure 8, static torque profiles of three 4/2 SRMs are 

compared. The structure of the conventional 4/2 SRM is 

shown in Figure 1a, with the modified type shown in Figure 

1b. The motors being compared were redesigned with the 

same size and output power for the proposed application. 

The proposed SRM has lower torque ripple than conven-

tional and modified 4/2 SRMs. In the proposed design, 

torque during commutation secures stable self-starting at 

any rotor position without torque dead-zone. The analyzed 

torque ripple was under 10% at the rated conditions. Due to 

the limit of the minimum air gap around the mid-point of 

the rotor pole, the analyzed torque ripple was higher than 

the desired one. As shown in Figure 6, the variable air gap 

converges to the minimum air gap to improve the output 

torque. So, the torque ripple around the mid-point of the 

rotor pole arc would be higher than the expected value. 

However, the proposed prototype SRM had much lower 

torque ripple than the modified SRM, which had more than 

60% torque ripple at the rated conditions. 

a) Inductance Profile of the Proposed SRM 

b) Torque Profile of the Proposed SRM 
 
Figure 7. Inductance and Torque Characteristics of the Pro-

posed 4/2 SRM 

 

Figure 8. Torque Characteristics Comparison 



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

Simulation and Experimental Results 
 

In order to verify the performance of the proposed motor, 

dynamic simulation using Matlab was performed on the 

practical air-blower system. Figure 9 shows simulation re-

sults at the rated speed. In the simulation results, the pro-

posed motor can operate well in the range of 15,000 to 

30,000 rpm. Torque ripple during single-phase excitation 

was significantly small, but the ripple becomes high during 

commutation due to constant current control. 

a) 15,000 rpm 

b) 30,000 rpm 

 
Figure 9. Simulation Results at Rated Torque 

 

Figure 10 shows a prototype motor including the rotor, 

stator, and motor assembly. Figure 11 shows the experi-

mental configuration, including the motor assembly. A two-

phase asymmetric converter and DSP (TMS320F-2811) 

were used for motor control. The asymmetric converter was 

designed with MOSFETs and power diodes that have 600V, 

50A ratings. Current was detected by a mounted-chip type 

current sensor (ACS712) and embedded 12-bit ADC of the 

DSP. 

a) Rotor 

          b) Stator                                c) Assembled SRM 

 
Figure 10. Prototype of 4/2 SRM 

Figure 11. Experimental Configuration 

 

Balanced, soft-chopping technology was used for the 

switching of the asymmetric converter to reduce the current 

ripple in the phase winding. There were 16 pulses per revo-

lution from an ultra-fast photo-interrupter, and the signal 

was connected to the QEP module of the DSP. The motor 

controller can count 64 pulses per revolution with a phase 

detecting signal. 

 

Figure 12 shows the measured torque characteristics of 

the proposed high-speed 4/2 SRM. The desired torque was 

the theoretically analyzed value. The SRM had higher 

torque ripple than expected. The reason for this was manu-

facturing error in the rotor and stator. From the practical 

measurements, the rotor diameter had 1% error. Further-

more, the assembly of the stator and bracket had distortion 

in the rotational direction. This distortion introduced a con-

centricity error between the stator and rotor assembly. For 

these reasons, the measured torque had some errors. 
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Figure 12. Measured Torque Characteristics 
 

Figures 13 through 15 show the experimental results us-

ing the dynamometer. Figure 13 shows a no-load operation 

at 10,000 and 30,000 rpm. The proposed motor does a good 

job of tracking the reference speed. Radial vibration in-

creased greatly in the high-speed region. 

a) 10,000 rpm 

b) 30,000 rpm 

 
Figure 13. Experimental Results under No-Load Operation 

Figure 14 shows the experimental results according to the 

load variation at 10,000 and 30,000 rpm. As shown in the 

experimental results, the designed motor can operate quite 

well over a wide speed range. 

a) 10,000 rpm 

b) 30,000 rpm 

 
Figure 14. Experimental Results with Load Variation 

 

Figure 15 shows the experimental results of the designed 

motor used to drive a practical air blower. Impeller type 1 

was used in the conventional design. The output air pressure 

was almost the same as that of a conventional air blower in 

which a universal motor would be installed, and the me-

chanical vibration and acoustic noise were lower than that 

of the conventional air blower. 

 

Figure 16 shows the operating characteristics of an air-

blower with the proposed SRM and impellers. As shown 

here, the Impeller Type 1 is for low-speed motors with high 

air pressure, while Impeller Type 2 is for high-speed motors 

with low air pressure.  



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper presents a study of a high-speed 4/2 SRM, 

where rotor pole shape was optimized for torque ripple re-

duction. The outer dimensions were the same as those of a 

conventional air-blower motor. In order to guarantee contin-

uous torque at any rotor position, the positive torque region 

had to be extended by an asymmetric inductance profile of 

the motor. That is possible because the blower rotates in one 

direction. The rotor pole shaping was carried out by an iter-

ative optimization procedure using FEM. The proposed mo-

tor was verified in terms of the capability of wide speed 

operation by air-blower tests in which it demonstrated high-

efficiency and low-vibration characteristics. 

 

a) 10,000 rpm 

b) 30,000 rpm 

 
Figure 15. Experimental Results with a Practical Air-Blower 
 

 

a) Impeller Type 1 

b) Impeller Type 2 

 

c) Measured Power, Efficiency, and Air Pressure 

 

Figure 16. Operating Characteristics of Air-Blower with 

Proposed SRM 
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Abstract  
 

In this paper, the author presents a road map for the de-

sign and development of sustainable hybrid High-

Brightness Light Emitting Diode (HB LED) illumination 

systems controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA). The proposed hybrid system design represents the 

foundation for future sustainable high-efficiency illumina-

tion systems. The system design presented here individually 

controls an array of HB LEDs. Each HB LED operates in a 

different mode defined by the user. Photovoltaic (PV) pan-

els were used as the primary source of energy in this hybrid 

system, while the electric grid was used as a backup source 

to supply power to the HB LEDs only when the PV system 

could not sufficiently power all of the system HB LEDs, 

and when the PV system batteries would be depleted below 

the minimum level set in the system design.  

 

The hybrid illumination system design presented here is 

an important link between the current AC-based illumina-

tion systems and future sustainable DC-based solar illumi-

nation systems. Since computer simulation is an important 

tool for future illumination system design and analysis, it 

was used here to assist designers in analyzing different de-

signs and in optimizing the one to be implemented. 

 

Introduction 

 

The demands for utilizing alternative power sources have 

increased due to rising oil prices and more stringent environ-

mental regulations. Alternative energy and its applications 

have been heavily studied for the last decade, and solar ener-

gy is the preferred choice in many applications. Among solar 

energy applications [1], photovoltaic (PV) technology has 

received much attention and is being used in many applica-

tions [2], [3]. 

 

Presented here is a plan for the design of a sustainable hy-

brid FPGA-controlled high-brightness LED illumination sys-

tem that can be used to replace current illumination systems 

in order to improve system efficiency and reliability. In the 

proposed system, a single-ended primary-inductor converter 

(SEPIC) DC-DC converter is used to deliver solar energy via 

PV-cell modules to a battery bank in charging mode during 

the daytime. At night, it drives an LED lighting system. An 

FPGA is used to individually control an array of LEDs. The 

main reason for choosing HB LEDs as the illumination 

source in this system is due to their high efficiency as com-

pared with incandescent and fluorescent lamps. 

 

Hybrid HB LED Illumination 
  

The principal motivation for this hybrid system is the 

clear shift to DC systems with more use of alternative ener-

gy sources. The AC vs. DC battle raged when Edison pro-

moted DC power while George Westinghouse felt that AC 

was the way to go. AC won the battle, since it was so much 

easier to step the voltage up and down using transformers, 

and higher voltages greatly reduce resistive loss. This study 

explored the continued growth of DC power distribution in 

buildings, for which LED-based illumination has been a 

major driver.  

 

Since photovoltaic panels are used to power the illumina-

tion system, there is a need for a second source of power for 

the system when the sun is out for a period of time beyond 

the capability of the batteries to serve as a backup source. 

Some products that are appearing on the market use HB 

LEDs with built-in converter that can be connected directly 

to the AC line. Those products take advantage of the high 

efficiency of HB LEDs, but they do not use a sustainable 

source as the main supply for those LEDs.  

 

The hybrid HB LED-based illumination system design 

presented here incorporates an automatic transfer switch, as 

shown in Figure 1. Through the use of this switch, the hy-

brid system uses solar as the primary source of energy, and 

it switches to the AC line only for the time when the prima-

ry source cannot supply the required power to the illumina-

tion system.  

 

In the system of Figure 1, LEDs are powered by the solar 

panel during the daytime as the primary source, with the 

battery in charge mode, and by the battery at night. If the 

battery is fully discharged, the HB LED system operates 

from the AC line as the secondary source. The design of DC

-DC converters, DC-AC rectifiers, and DC-AC inverters are 

well understood and can be followed using senior-level or 

graduate power electronics textbooks [4-7]. 
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Figure 1. Hybrid High Brightness LED Illumination System 

 

Since LEDs can handle voltage fluctuations, the system 

can be simplified by using a full-wave bridge rectifier in-

stead of the AC-DC converter. The simplified system is 

shown in Figure 2, where the DC distribution to power HID 

LED lamps consists of a solar panel, DC supply distribu-

tion, DC supply switching module, battery charger control-

ler, battery bank, DC–DC Converter (Buck-Boost convert-

er), and HID LED lamps. The operation of this buck-boost 

converter has two operation modes: the first is the buck 

mode for daytime battery charging operation, and the se-

cond is the boost mode for nighttime lighting usage. 

Figure 2. Simplified Hybrid LED Illumination System 

  

The hybrid illumination system presented in Figure 2 is 

sustainable for many applications that are emerging due to 

the continued growth of DC power distribution in buildings. 

The principal force behind this growth is LED-based illumi-

nation which was cited as one major driver. The main chal-

lenges in building such a system include: the analysis of 

switching circuits that deal with switching of power be-

tween AC and DC distribution; being fed from solar panels; 

and, switching between the two sources. Figure 3 presents 

one solution for this problem, where an AC contactor and a 

DC contactor with mechanical interlock are used; and Fig-

ure 4 which presents the relay control for the mechanically 

interlocked contactors. 

Figure 3. AC and DC Contactors Design to Control the LED 

Illumination System Switching 

Figure 4. Relay Design to Control the Hybrid Illumination 

System Switching 

 

The illumination system is designed to be used to individ-

ually control an array of HB LEDs. Each HB LED operates 

in a different mode that is independently defined by the us-

er. The defined sequence of LED illumination is controlled 

using a controller circuit, i.e. an FPGA. Figure 5 presents 

the basic control system layout used for this DC illumina-

tion control strategy that gives the user more flexibility and 

control than the flexibility and control level available for 

standard AC-powered illumination used in incandescent or 

fluorescent lamps. 

 

In this LED control strategy, an FPGA is used to individ-

ually control the LEDs. The FPGA is programmed using 

Hardware Description Language (HDL). In this case, 

VHDL is used. [VHDL is a hardware description language 



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

used in electronic design automation to describe digital and 

mixed systems and integrated circuits.] The pattern of the 

LEDs defined by the user can be modified using this hard-

ware description language. A Basys Spartan 2 FPGA was 

chosen for this application due to its flexibility, low cost, 

and ease of use.  

Figure 5. FPGA-Controlled Illumination 

 

The application software used in this study was Adept, 

which is a powerful program that allows configuration and 

data transfer with Xilinx logic devices, and can be used as 

an interface between Xilinx and the Spartan 2 FPGA board. 

For maximum intensity from the LEDs, the typical forward 

voltage of 3.9V, with a forward current 700mA, is supplied 

to the FPGA. A personal computer provided with Xilinx 

software was used for programming the sequence of the 

LEDs defined by the user. The programming was done us-

ing VHDL. The developed software was tested using a 

Digilent FPGA board.  

 

High brightness LEDs [8], [9] can be driven at currents 

from hundreds of mA to more than an ampere, compared 

with the tens of mA for other LEDs; however, few of the 

HB LEDs can produce over a thousand lumens. Since over-

heating is destructive, the HB LEDs may need to be mount-

ed on a heat sink to allow for heat dissipation. If the heat 

from an HB LED is not removed using a heat sink, the de-

vice will burn out in seconds.  

 

A single HB LED can often replace an incandescent bulb 

in a torch, or be set in an array to form a powerful HB LED 

system. LEDs can operate on AC power without the need 

for a DC converter. Each half-cycle part of the LED emits 

light, while the other part is dark, a pattern that is reversed 

during the next half cycle. The efficacy of this type of HB 

LED is typically around 40 LM/W. A large number of LED 

elements in series may be able to operate directly from line 

voltage. In 2009, Seoul Semiconductor released a high-DC-

voltage LED capable of being driven from AC power with a 

simple controlling circuit. The low power dissipation of 

these LEDs gives them more flexibility than the original AC 

LED design. In this project, the HB LEDs were powered 

from a DC source. 

 

To control the LED from the FPGA, a circuit driver was 

needed to boost the power of the FPGA output. An LED 

driver circuit is an electric power circuit used to power 

a light-emitting diode or LED. The circuit consists of a volt-

age source powering a current-limiting resistor and an LED 

connected in series. The HB LEDs used in this project de-

sign had a constant current of 700mA and a supply voltage 

of +3V. As the current has to be amplified to 700mA for 

each LED, two transistors were connected together so that 

the current amplified by the first is amplified further by the 

second transistor. The overall current gain is equal to the 

two individual gains multiplied together, i.e., hFE = hFE1 × 

hFE2, where hFE1 and hFE2 are the gains of the individual tran-

sistors. An LED driver circuit for each individually con-

trolled LED is given in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. LED Driver circuit 

 

Sustainable PV-Powered Illumination 
  

Since photovoltaic panels are used to power the HB LED 

illumination systems, there is a need for the development of 

the DC converter system to power the LEDs. To satisfy this 

requirement, a forward converter with PV-based LED ap-

plied in lighting systems was used. In the proposed DC sup-

ply system, SEPIC was used to deliver solar energy via PV-

cell modules to a battery bank in the charging mode during 

the daytime. During the nighttime, the converter (see Figure 

7) drives an LED lighting system. 

  

Figure 7 illustrates the principle PV-SEPIC-LED circuit 

applied in street illumination, where the produced PV volt-

age is stored in a battery bank throughout the charging unit 

during the daytime; at night, the discharger activates and the 

LEDs are energized with appropriate voltage through a step-

up transformer and full bridge rectifier.  
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Figure 7. PV-based Sustainable Illumination 

 

SEPIC circuits find widespread application when the in-

put voltage fluctuates above and below an average value, 

while the output voltage must be kept at a constant value 

with minimum tolerances. One of the most applications of a 

SEPIC circuit is in integration with the photovoltaic system 

(PV system) and illumination load of series- and parallel-

connected LEDs.  

 

The SEPIC converter is a DC/DC converter topology that 

provides a positive regulated output voltage from an input 

voltage that varies above and below the output voltage. This 

type of topology is needed when the voltage from an unreg-

ulated input power source—such as solar, where the sun 

irradiation, temperature and weather change—directly af-

fects the generated output voltage. Standard SEPIC topolo-

gy [10], [11] requires two inductors in additional to a step-

up transformer, making the power-supply footprint quite 

large. Photovoltaic (PV) cells are used to convert sunlight 

into electrical energy. On the other hand, it is also an im-

portant issue to save the energy demand and increase the 

energy efficiency [12-14]. High-brightness light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs) [15], [16] are becoming more widespread for 

lighting applications such as automobile safety and signal 

lights, traffic signals, street lighting, and so on.  

 

In lighting applications with solar energy, the charger is 

adopted to convert solar irradiation for storage in the battery 

during the daytime. In the nighttime, a discharger is used to 

release energy from the battery and drive the LED lighting 

system. Low-power DC-DC converters can be used for the 

charger and discharger modes. So, since the PV voltage 

from the solar panel is unstable, the buck-boost converter is 

more suitable for charger circuits. This converter can also 

be used in the discharger circuit.  

 

 

 

 

DC-DC Converter Control Design 

and Analysis using Computer 

Simulation  

 

Computer simulation is an important tool for future illu-

mination systems design. The HB LED-based illumination 

system was simulated using a circuit simulation program. In 

this section, the DC-DC converter control loop simulation 

results are presented. The most common control method, 

shown in Figure 8, is pulse-width modulation (PWM). This 

method takes a sample of the output voltage and subtracts it 

from a reference voltage to establish a small error signal 

(VERROR). This error signal is compared to an oscillator 

ramp signal. The comparator is used to generate a digital 

output (PWM) that controls the power switch.  

Figure 8. PWM controller for Switching Buck Controller 

 

When the circuit output voltage changes, VERROR also 

changes causing the comparator threshold to change. Conse-

quently, the PWM also changes. This duty cycle change 

then moves the output voltage to reduce the error signal to 

zero, thus completing the control loop. 

 

The output voltage of the solar panels is stepped down 

using a buck, step-down converter. The closed-loop control 

circuitry for the buck converter consists of an Error Ampli-

fier (ERR), oscillator, and PWM circuits. The ERR and os-

cillator outputs drive the PWM circuit. The EER circuitry is 

given in Figure 9, where the automatic control measures 

how close VOUT is to VREF. 

 

The measurement of error is the Error Voltage, which is 

the difference between VOUT and VREF, Error Voltage = 

(VREF - VOUT). Since VOUT ~ VREF, Error Voltage is close to 

zero, which means that this circuit maintains the Error Volt-

age and the PWM duty cycle, regardless of variations in the 

input voltage. If VOUT > VREF, then the Error Voltage is 

negative, thereby decreasing the Error Voltage and the 

PWM duty cycle. If VOUT < VREF, then the Error Voltage is 



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

positive, which increases the Error Voltage and the PWM 

duty cycle. The oscillator circuit, given in Figure 10, is used 

to generate the ramp signal used as an input to the PWM 

circuit. 

Figure 9. Error Amplifier Circuit 

Figure 10. Oscillator Circuit 

 

The PWM comparator circuit, given in Figure 11, com-

pares the Error Voltage, generated by the ERR amplifier 

circuit, to an oscillator ramp signal which in turn is generat-

ed by the oscillator circuit. This comparator produces a digi-

tal output (PWM OUT) that drives the MOSFET. 

Figure 11. PWM Comparator Circuit 

  

When a DC-DC converter circuit output voltage, Vout, 

changes, the Error Voltage also changes, thereby causing 

the comparator threshold to change. Consequently, the 

PWM OUT also changes. 

 

Conclusion 
 

A sustainable hybrid FPGA-controlled HB LED-based 

illumination system was developed and tested. This illumi-

nation system can be used for many lighting applications 

since it is more efficient and more reliable than existing 

traditional lighting systems based on incandescent or fluo-

rescent lamps. The initial cost of the system due to the high 

cost of solar panels is the main disadvantage in the new 

design when compared with current illumination systems. 

While the use of the solar panels and HB LEDs adds to the 

initial cost of the system, the use of the solar panel will re-

sult in energy savings, and the use of HB LEDSs will be 

paid off in the long term due to their higher reliability, flexi-

ble control, and long life time.  
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, the authors present a study that was con-

ducted in an undergraduate research program using experi-

mental tests to evaluate the effectiveness of a soybean-based 

cutting fluid applied in CNC turning operations. Using two 

machining performance characteristics, namely surface 

roughness and tool wear, the study tested the effects of a 

soybean-based cutting fluid on improving surface finish and 

reducing tool wear compared to a petroleum-based cutting 

fluid when high-carbon alloy steel was machined. A statisti-

cal analysis of the data indicated that the bio-based cutting 

fluid performed as well as the petroleum product in terms of 

surface finish, and significantly better than the petroleum-

based cutting fluid in terms of controlling tool wear. These 

positive test results may provide supporting evidence to 

manufacturing professionals for making strategic machining 

decisions regarding the choice of cutting fluids.  

 

Introduction and Literature Review  
 

Cutting fluids are used extensively in metal machining 

processes to remove and reduce heat during machining op-

erations. On one hand, the use of cutting fluids greatly en-

hances machining quality while simultaneously reducing the 

cost of machining by extending tool life [1]. The use of pe-

troleum-based cutting fluids, however, has been found to 

affect operators, causing medical problems such as dermati-

tis, while the disposal of the fluids needs to follow special 

provisions to take care of the environmental impact. With 

pressure from global climate change, environmental protec-

tion, natural resource limitation and governmental regula-

tions, green manufacturing is gradually becoming a philoso-

phy [2], [3]. The cost of machining, environmental impact, 

and operators’ health concerns have driven researchers to 

find equivalent dry-cutting conditions that could satisfy 

machining requirements without the use of cutting fluids 

[4], [5]. Because of the very nature of machining processes, 

studies conducted by Diniz & Oliveira [4] and Khan & Dhar 

[5] concluded that machining under wet conditions was still 

better for tool life, and dry cutting would be of limited use 

in cases where the depth of cut is shallow. 

There are a large number of cutting fluids that have been 

developed and formulated from organic and inorganic mate-

rials. Although cutting fluids are generally useful, their ef-

fectiveness in a given application may vary due to work-

piece material and tool material properties, along with dif-

ferent machining conditions and whether a cooling or lubri-

cating mechanism is predominant. The majority of the exist-

ing cutting fluids are petroleum-based products, which are 

hazardous for storage and disposal [6]. Particularly, the pe-

troleum-based cutting fluids are environmentally more diffi-

cult to handle compared with bio-based emulsions. Before 

disposal, special physical or chemical treatment techniques 

may be needed to remove hazardous components from the 

used cutting fluids by an EPA-permitted hazardous waste 

management agency. Studies have shown that statistically 

significant increases in several types of cancer as well as an 

increased risk of respiratory irritation or illness are due to 

prolonged exposure to cutting fluid mists [7], [8]. Thus, it 

would be beneficial for manufacturing applications to use 

lesser amounts of petroleum-based cutting fluids.  

 

In recent times, alternative cutting fluids based on vegeta-

ble oils have been explored for machining operations [9], 

[10]. Due to their relatively low flash point (about 420°F), 

when petroleum-based cutting fluids are used, the heat at 

the workpiece-cutter interface often generates a mist, which 

is harmful to machine operators [11]. Flash point is the low-

est temperature at which a liquid can form an ignitable mix-

ture in air near the surface of the liquid. The lower the flash 

point, the easier it is to ignite the material. Having a high 

molecular weight (flash point of around 600°F), the soybean

-based cutting fluids greatly reduce the chance of mist gen-

eration in machining processes. In addition, it has been re-

ported that these soy-based cutting fluids have a very high 

film strength, which helps to lubricate the cutting-tool/work

-piece interface, thereby reducing heat generated and tool 

wear [12], [13].  

 

Though the bio-based cutting fluids have been available 

on the market for some time, there is not widespread use of 

them in industry. A limited number of studies on bio-based 

cutting fluids have been reported in the literature, which 

focused on specific cutting-fluid products [14-17]. For ex-

ample, the studies by Belluco & DeChiffre’s [14], [15] fo-
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cused specifically on the performance of formulated oils 

blended with rapeseed oil, ester oil, and sulfur and phosphor 

additives used in drilling AISI 316L austenitic stainless 

steel. Their experimental data indicated that the bio-based 

fluids performed better than the mineral-oil-based products 

in terms of prolonged tool life, better chip breaking, lower 

tool wear, and lower cutting forces. Because bio-based cut-

ting fluids can be formulated from different agricultural 

products, it is hard to make a general conclusion due to the 

bio-product diversity.  

 

In this study, the cutting fluid was a soybean-based oil 

uniquely formulated through an engineered approach to 

increase oxidative stability of the soybean oil [18]. An im-

proved understanding of the soybean-based cutting fluid 

through scientific evaluation will help manufacturing pro-

fessionals recognize the benefits of this cutting fluid, and 

will better prepare them for making strategic machining 

decisions regarding the choice of cutting fluid. 

 

Research Questions 
 

The goal of this study, then, was to compare the effective-

ness of a soybean-based cutting fluid with its petroleum 

alternate when used in CNC turning operations in order to 

evaluate their impact on the quality characteristics of the 

parts being turned. Different turning characteristics, namely 

surface roughness, tool life/tool wear, material removal rate, 

cutting force, machining vibration, etc., have been used in 

other studies to evaluate machining performance. Surface 

roughness is an important quality measurement of machined 

parts, and tool wear plays a critical role in determining the 

part quality and the machining cost. These two characteris-

tics can be relatively easily measured in a machine shop 

without involving additional sensing hardware, thus they 

were selected in this study as machining quality characteris-

tics in order to evaluate cutting-fluid effectiveness. The 

questions that this study addressed are: 

  

• How will the surface roughness of the turned parts be 

impacted by the soybean-based cutting fluid compared 

with the petroleum-based cutting fluid? 

 

• How will the wear of the cutting tool be impacted by 

the soybean-based cutting fluid compared with the pe-

troleum-based cutting fluid? 

 

The procedures used in the evaluation of the soybean-based 

cutting fluid are given in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Study Procedures used in the Evaluation of the 

Soybean-Based Cutting Fluid 

 

Experimental Study 
 

Selection of Experimental Factors 
 

Experimental factors were selected based on the literature 

review about machining theory and machining practice. Out 

of the three parameters—cutting speed, feed rate, and depth 

of cut—feed rate was found to play an important role in 

determining surface roughness and cutting speed was a sig-

nificant factor impacting cutting-tool life [19]. In practice, 

all three machining parameters need to be applied at the 

same time and each can vary across a wide range of values. 

As with many other experimental studies on machining op-

erations [14], [20-22], these three parameters were consid-

ered as independent variables in this study. Another control 

factor is cutting fluid condition: soybean-based, petroleum-

based, and dry.  

 

The cutting speeds and feed rates were selected with ref-

erence to the Machinery’s Handbook (27th edition) and the 

catalog of the carbide insert for turning high carbon alloy 

steel. The levels of depth of cut were selected to emulate 

machine shop practice in consideration of both machining 

productivity and safety. The selected parameters along with 

their applicable codes and values are listed in Table 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

Determine Suitable Working Lev-

els of the Experimental Factors 

Select Proper Design of Experi-

ment 

Run Experiments 

Analyze Data 

Draw conclusion about Cutting 

Fluid Effectiveness 
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Design of Experiments 
 

If a full factorial design were applied, at least 27 experi-

mental runs must be conducted for each of the cutting-fluid 

conditions, even with single replication. For the three cut-

ting-fluid conditions, the experimental study would be not 

only very time consuming but also costly because at least 81 

tool inserts would be tested. Therefore, a Taguchi L9(3
4) 

orthogonal array shown in Table 2 was employed in the 

study which required 27 runs to cover the three machining 

parameters and the three cutting-fluid conditions. This table 

was used for recording the test results of surface roughness 

and tool wear data. 

Experimental Materials and Supplies 
 

• The workpiece material used in this study was E52100, 

a high-carbon, chromium-alloy steel. The chemical 

composition and major properties for workpiece materi-

al are listed in Appendix I. Because E52100 has great 

hardness and high wear resistance, the application of 

cutting fluids is a must when E52100 components are 

produced from machining processes due to its poor 

machinability (refer to Appendix I). The steel material 

was purchased as billets with a 7-inch diameter and was 

pre-cut into 9-inch lengths.  

Parameter Code Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Control Factors     

Cutting Speed, ft/min (m/min) A 300 (91.44) 340(103.632) 380 (115.824) 

Feed Rate, ipr (mmpr) B 0.008 (0.2032) 0.012 (0.3048) 0.016 (0.4064) 

Depth of Cut, in (mm) C 0.04 (1.016) 0.05 (1.27) 0.06 (1.524) 

Cutting-fluid condition X dry cutting  soy fluid petroleum fluid 

Response Variable     

Surface Roughness Ra, µm      

Tool wear W*, mm      

Table 1. Parameters, Codes, and Level Values used for the Taguchi Design 

* Tool flank wear will be measured after the cutting has completed a 7-inch long pass of the workpiece. 

L9 - orthogonal array Cutting-fluid condition 

Run 

A 

(Cutting speed) 

B 

(Feed rate) 

C 

(Depth of cut) 

D 

(Empty) 

X1 

(Dry) 

X2 

(Soy) 

X3 

(Petroleum) 

1 1 1 1         

2 1 2 2         

3 1 3 3         

4 2 1 2         

5 2 2 3         

6 2 3 1         

7 3 1 3         

8 3 2 1         

9 3 3 2         

Table 2. Modified L9 (3
4) Orthogonal Array Including Experimental Factors 
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• The cutting tool used was a carbide insert CNMG432 

EGE AC700G (Sumitomo Electric Carbide, Inc.), 

which is coated with multi-phase Al2O3. The coating, 

along with a tough carbide substrate, makes it suitable 

for rough turning carbon steels and alloy steels.  

• The soybean-based cutting fluid that was used—

SoyEasyTM Cool-GHP Plus—is an environmentally 

friendly product produced by Environmental Lubricants 

Manufacturing, Inc. [18]. This cutting fluid was main-

tained at 5% concentration (by volume) through the 

entire experiment.  

• The petroleum-based cutting fluid used was Castrol 

Clearedge 6510, produced by Castrol Industrial Ameri-

cas. It is a semi-synthetic cutting and grinding fluid for 

ferrous metals. This cutting fluid was maintained at 5% 

concentration (by volume) through the entire experi-

ment.  

 

Experimental Hardware and Software Set-

up  
 

This experiment was conducted using the following hard-

ware and software: 

 

• CNC Turning Center: Haas SL-20 (Haas Automation, 

Inc).  

• Surface Roughness Digital Measurement Device: Sur-

tronic 25 Roughness Checker (Taylor Hobson, Inc). 

The setup for surface roughness measurement is shown 

in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Setup of Surtronic 25 Roughness Checker 

 

• Mitutoyo Toolmaker’s Microscope with a magnifica-

tion of 15 was used for measuring flank wear that oc-

curred on the flank face of an insert resulting from 

abrasive wear of the cutting edge against the machined 

surface. The wear can be read as small as 0.001mm. 

The microscope and a picture of a worn insert taken 

under the microscope are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 

• Microsoft Excel and JMP software packages for chart-

ing data and statistical analysis. 

Figure 3. Microscope used for Tool Wear Measurement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Flank Wear Example under Microscope 
 

Data Collection 
 

In the experiment, the workpiece material E52100 was 

prepared as 7” × 9” metal billets. It was chucked between 

the spindle chuck and the tailstock center in the Haas turn-

ing center, as shown in Figure 5. One specific tool insert 

was used to turn and clean off the billet surface to make 

sure that all tested inserts would cut the clean workpiece 

surface without any interference from rust or dirt. In Figure 

6, a copper tube connected to the cutting-fluid orifice was 

directed to the insert and workpiece to flood the interface of 

the workpiece and the insert.  

 

Each experimental combination was conducted only once 

across 27 experimental runs for all of the experimental com-

binations listed in Table 2. A complete randomization of the 
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27 cuts was not done since switching from one cutting fluid 

to another for each experimental run involved a thorough 

cleaning of the sump and flushing of all the fluid in the sys-

tem. Therefore, the experimental runs were conducted in 

batches—turning at the soybean-fluid and petroleum–fluid, 

and dry conditions in sequence. The fluid tank and pipes 

were totally cleaned when the cutting fluids were switched. 

The sequence of the nine runs under each cutting-fluid con-

dition was randomized in order to minimize other unfore-

seen factors that might bias the experimental results. 

Figure 5. Workpiece after One Turning Path 

 

An NC part program was written with different cutting 

parameters specified to let the Haas CNC turning center cut 

the work piece 7” long starting from the right end face. Af-

ter the cutting pass, the surface roughness was measured at 

four spots evenly around the periphery of the billet. One 

picture of the measurements is shown in Figure 2. The aver-

age of the four measurements was recorded into Table 3. 

After each cutting pass, the tool insert was removed from 

the tool holder and the flank wear was measured under the 

microscope. After the tool wear was measured, the tool was 

documented and stored, and a new tool insert was mounted 

into the tool holder for the next experimental run. The re-

sults of the surface roughness and insert flank wear meas-

urements are shown in Table 3. 

Figure 6. Cutting Fluid Applied to Insert and Workpiece 
 

Data Analysis 
 

Data Analysis on Surface Roughness 
 

A visual examination of the data in Table 3 found that 

surface roughness, Ra, values for the soybean-based fluid 

condition (column X2) were consistently lower than for the 

dry condition (column X1) except that during run #2, the 

surface roughness was slightly larger (3.98 vs. 3.54). A sim-

L9 - Inner Control Factor Array Surface Roughness, Ra (mm) Tool Wear, W (mm) 

Run 

A 

(speed) 

B 

(feed) 

C 

(depth) D  

X1 

(Dry) 

X2 

(Soy) 

X3 

(Petro.) 

X1 

(Dry) 

X2 

(Soy) 

X3 

(Petro.) 

2 1 2 2   3.54 3.98 6.32 0.126 0.072 0.157 

3 1 3 3   4.54 3.92 1.92 0.203 0.055 0.107 

4 2 1 2   6.66 1.62 1.84 0.156 0.088 0.154 

5 2 2 3   3.32 1.46 1.72 0.162 0.099 0.105 

6 2 3 1   5.02 1.64 5.78 0.267 0.107 0.113 

7 3 1 3   7.42 1.44 1.80 0.202 0.110 0.087 

8 3 2 1   9.00 1.86 1.90 0.173 0.093 0.166 

9 3 3 2   4.42 2.26 1.72 0.188 0.138 0.143 

Table 3. Surface Roughness and Tool Wear Data Collected in Experiment Runs 
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ilar result can be seen when comparing columns X3 and X1, 

which is the roughness comparison between the petroleum 

fluid and the dry conditions. However, for run #2, the Ra 

value for the petroleum condition was almost twice that for 

the dry condition (6.32 vs. 3.54); and, for run #6, the Ra 

value for the petroleum condition was slightly larger than 

the dry condition (5.78 vs. 5.02). Both of the comparisons 

indicated abnormal results because the surface roughness 

would normally be better when cutting fluids are applied. 

The abnormal data were not discarded and were treated as 

variations for analysis.  

 

ANOVA Analyses on Surface Roughness 
 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is an analytical approach 

in which the mean of a variable as affected by different fac-

tors or factor treatment combinations is analyzed. A one-

way analysis of variance is the simplest form which can test 

differences between more than two groups or treatments by 

an F-test. According to the research questions, the hypothe-

sis about surface roughness was: 

H0: There are no significant differences among the cut-

ting-fluid conditions (Ra1=Ra2=Ra3). 

H1: Not all of the averages for the three cutting-fluid 

conditions are equal. In other words, at least for one pair 

of treatments, surface roughness is different. 

Figure. 7 One-way Analyses of Surface Roughness by Cutting 

Fluids  

 

The statistical one-way analysis was conducted and the 

graphical display of the comparison results are shown in 

Figure 7. The longest horizontal line represents the mean 

and the other two short horizontal lines represent the 25th  

and 75th  percentile values, respectively. The variation of 

surface roughness was large when no cutting fluids were 

applied; instead, for the soybean-based fluid condition, the 

surface roughness showed the smallest range of variation 

and the smallest average; for the petroleum-based fluid con-

dition, a couple of surface roughness values fell far from the 

rest of the data, and the average value was in-between that 

of the dry and soybean conditions. The circles in the right 

column represent the probability of the response variable at 

three cutting-fluid conditions. A large portion of overlap of 

the two circles in Figure 7 indicated that the difference be-

tween the two cutting-fluid conditions may not be signifi-

cant. The circle on the top (dry condition) does not have any 

overlap with the other two circles, indicating the surface 

roughness for the dry condition was different from the two 

cutting-fluid conditions. The result that there are significant 

differences among the three cutting-fluid conditions can be 

confirmed statistically from Table 4, because the small 

probability value (0.0021) given in the ANOVA analysis 

tells us that the variation in the observations was not caused 

by random variation alone. Therefore, the null hypothesis 

should be rejected. 

 
Table 4. Analysis of Variance for Surface Roughness by 

Cutting Fluids 

 

T-test on Surface Roughness for Pairs 

Treatment 
 

The hypothesis test above only tells us that there were 

significant differences among treatments in the experiment 

as a whole. Following the hypothesis test, the t-test was 

performed in order to identify which cutting fluid conditions 

generated the surface roughness differences. The least sig-

nificant difference (LSD) can be computed by Equation (1) 

 

 

(1) 

 

 

where n1 and n2 are the number of samples collected for 

each cutting-fluid condition: n1 = n2 = 9. MSE is the mean 

square error displayed in Table 4: MSE = 2.7578. 

 

If using student’s t, ta/2 is the t-value corresponding to the 

significant level a (pre-determined as 0.05) with 16 degrees 

of freedom: ta/2 = 2.120. Using the Bonferroni adjustment, a 

was set to 0.05 for the entire experimental treatment com-

parisons. As there were three pair-wise comparisons in this 

experiment (namely as dry vs. petroleum, dry vs. soy, petro-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

R
a

Dry Petro Soy

Cutting fluids

Each Pair

Student's t

0.05

Source DF Sum of  

Squares 

Mean Square F Ratio Prob > F 

Fluids 2 44.3344 22.1672 8.0379 0.0021 

Error 24 66.1882 2.7578   

Total 26 110.5227    

)
11

(
21

2/
nn

MSEtLSD += α
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leum vs. soy), the significant level for the pair-wise compar-

isons can be adjusted to 0.0167 (=0.05/3). Therefore, ta/2 

was the t-value at a probability of 0.0167 with 16 degrees of 

freedom: ta/2 = 2.672. The LSD can be computed as follows. 

 

 

 

 

Based on the calculated LSD, and because the differences in 

surface roughness means at the dry and petroleum condi-

tions was 2.38 which was larger than the calculated LSD, 

the surface roughness results for the dry and petroleum cut-

ting conditions were significantly different. Similarly, the 

surface roughness results for the dry and soy cutting condi-

tions were significantly different, as their mean difference 

of 2.962 was larger than the LSD. It can be clearly seen that 

there was no difference between the petroleum and the soy 

cutting conditions. The above pair-wise comparison results 

are labeled in Table 5—the average of surface roughness for 

the dry condition is marked as level 1 (L1) and the other 

two as level 2 (L2). Tables 4 and 5 together tell us that the 

two cutting fluids did not produce significant differences in 

smoothing surface roughness, but the surface finish at the 

two wet conditions was statistically better than for the dry 

condition.  

 
Table 5. Comparisons of Surface Roughness for each Pair 

using Student’s t Test  

* Levels (L1 and L2) not Connected by the Same Letter are 

Significantly Different. 

 

Data Analysis on Tool Wear  
 

Visual inspection of tool wear data at the three cutting-

fluid conditions listed in Table 3 found that the tool wear for 

the two cutting-fluid conditions was consistently smaller 

than for the dry condition. There was only one abnormal 

result in run #2 in that the tool wear of the petroleum-based 

fluid condition was slightly larger than the value for the 

corresponding dry condition (0.157 vs. 0.126). This abnor-

mal tool wear matched with the unusual surface roughness 

result that occurred in run #2. To some extent, this large tool 

wear may provide a partial explanation why such a high 

surface roughness occurred in run #2, since tool condition 

was an important factor impacting surface finish. Overall, 

all of the tool wear data in Table 3 are smaller than the flank 

tool wear of 0.5mm, which is the cutoff value set by ISO for 

defining an effective tool life. Figure 8 shows sample pic-

tures of the tool inserts with the flank wear for dry, soybean, 

and petroleum conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) 

Figure 8. Tool Inserts Along with Flank Wear at Different 

Cutting-Fluid Conditions— a) Dry Condition, b) Soy Fluid, c) 

Petroleum Fluid (all seen at magnification 15) 

 

ANOVA Analyses on Tool Wear 
 

The one-way ANOVA analysis was conducted regarding 

the tool wear for the three cutting conditions. According to 

the research questions, the hypothesis for tool wear was: 

H0: There are no significant differences among the cut-

ting fluid conditions (W1=W2=W3). 

H1: Not all of the tool wear averages for the three cutting

-fluid conditions are equal. 
 

The ANOVA results are shown in Table 6; the graphic 

results are displayed in Figure 9. The average tool wear for 

the soybean cutting fluid condition (column 2 in Figure 7) 

091.2)
9

1

9

1
(7578.2672.2 =+×=LSD

Level Mean 

X1(Dry) L1  5.311 

X3(Petroleum)  L2 2.931 

X2(Soy)  L2 2.349 

Label* 
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was at the lowest level, the average tool wear for the dry 

cutting was at the highest level, and the one for the petrole-

um cutting fluid was in-between. Representing the probabil-

ity, the circle for the dry condition stands far away from the 

other two circles, which means that the tool wear for the dry 

condition was significantly different from the other two 

conditions. In other words, the application of cutting fluids 

significantly reduced tool wear. The small probability value 

(<0.0001) given by the F-test in the ANOVA analysis in 

Table 6 confirmed this observation. Therefore, the null hy-

pothesis should be rejected.  

Figure 9. One-way Analyses of Tool Wear by Cutting Fluids  

 
Table 6. Analysis of Variance for Tool Wear by Cutting Fluids 

 

T-test on Surface Roughness for Pairs 

Treatment 
 

The ANOVA analyses in Table 6 indicated that there 

were significant differences among the three cutting-fluid 

conditions. By calculating the LSD tool wear, performing 

the t-test was able to identify which cutting-fluid conditions 

made a significant difference in reducing tool wear. Using 

Equation (1), the Bonferroni-adjusted LSD for tool wear 

was calculated as 

 

 

 

 

From Table 7, the tool wear differences of the pair-wise 

comparisons—dry vs. petroleum, and dry vs. soy—were  

0.054 (=0.182-0.128) and 0.092 (=0.182-0.092). Because 

these two differences were larger than the LSD tool wear, it 

can be concluded that applying the two cutting fluids signif-

icantly reduced tool wear. As noticed, there was a very 

small portion of overlap between the two circles represent-

ing the petroleum and the soy cutting-fluid conditions (see 

Figure 9). The tool wear difference for the petroleum and 

soy conditions was 0.036, which was slightly smaller than 

the Bonferroni-adjusted LSD of 0.0398, but larger than the 

calculated LSD from the student’s t-value (2.120). The LSD 

from Student’s t was computed as 

 

 

 

 

From the student’s t-test, the tool wear results were sig-

nificantly different for the petroleum and soy cutting-fluid 

conditions. Therefore, the three cutting-fluid conditions are 

labeled as L1, L2, and L3, respectively, in Table 7. The pair

-wise comparison results concluded that the three tool wear 

averages were significantly different by pairs, and the soy-

bean fluid performed statistically better than the petroleum 

alternate in reducing tool wear.  
 

Table 7. Comparisons of Tool Wear for each Pair using 

Student’s t Test 

* Levels (L1, L2, and L3) not Connected by the Same Letter are 

Significantly Different. 

 

Conclusions and Summary  
 

An L9 (3
4) Taguchi design was used to compare an exper-

imental soybean-based cutting fluid against dry and petrole-

um-based cutting fluids in turning operations. The experi-

mental data analysis revealed that the soybean-based cutting 

fluid performed better than the petroleum alternate product 

in terms of controlling tool wear, and both of the two cut-

ting fluids performed similarly well in reducing surface 

roughness. The experimental study covered three machining 

parameters and three cutting-fluid treatments. If a full facto-

rial DOE approach were to be used, at least 81 (3×3×3×3) 

data points would need to be collected in order to include all 

of the factors. The selected L9 (3
4) orthogonal array with a 

total of 27 experimental runs saved a lot of resources. 

Providing supporting evidence for the manufacturing pro-

fessionals who may consider green manufacturing and sub-
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Fluids 2 0.0374055 0.018703 18.6739 <.0001 
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X2(Soy)   L3 0.092 

Label* 
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stituting the conventional cutting fluids with the bio-based 

alternates, the experimental approach presented here can be 

a reference applicable to real manufacturing planning prac-

tice.  

 

It cannot be denied that the Taguchi Design is a fractional 

factorial design in nature. Considering the limited amount of 

resources, this study focused on the primary comparison of 

the machining performance difference brought by different 

cutting-fluid conditions. As noticed, there were no repeti-

tions for the experimental run under each cutting-fluid con-

dition. If more data were collected in this undergraduate 

research project, the signal/noise ratio could be introduced 

to identify the optimal cutting parameters for each of the 

cutting fluids. 
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 Mechanical Property  

Hardness, Brinell 229 

Modulus of Elasticity 210 GPa 

Tensile Strength 0.74 GP 

Machinability 40% (Based on 100% machinability for AISI 1212 steel) 

Composition of Chemical Components  

Carbon, C 0.980 - 1.10 % 

Chromium, Cr 1.45% 

Iron, Fe 97.0 % 

Manganese, Mn 0.35 % 

Phosphorous, P <= 0.025 % 

Silicon, Si 0.230 % 

Sulfur, S <= 0.025 % 

Appendix I. Chemical Composition and Major Property Data for Workpiece Material E52100 
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Abstract 

 

Solar panels are known to have low efficiency, typically 

less than 25%. And combined with a solar panel orientation 

that is not optimized for the direction of the incident sun, 

the efficiency is further reduced. In this study, a computa-

tional and visual model was developed for the apparent di-

urnal motion of the sun to determine the declination and 

azimuthal angles at which a solar panel should be oriented 

at any time on any day for active solar trackers to maximize 

the received solar irradiance at any location on earth. A soft-

ware simulation tool was developed to compute sunrise 

time, sunset time, and duration of daytime for any latitude 

using a geocentric model. The efficiency of solar panels due 

to incident angles was defined and analyzed for reduced-

degree-of-freedom solar tracking systems. The analysis has 

significance in providing guidance in the decision process 

of initial solar panel investment and installation regarding 

the trade-offs between efficiency and cost. 

 

Introduction  

 

Solar panels have efficiencies lower than 40% and most 

typically less than 25% [1]. Many factors contribute to this 

low efficiency, including solar panel technology, materials 

and charging process. Orientation of the solar panel is one 

of the major factors contributing to solar energy conversion 

efficiency. In this study, the authors focused on the orienta-

tion of solar panels to maximize received solar irradiation to 

improve energy conversion based on the received solar en-

ergy.  

 

Depending on the nature of the application and the cost 

requirements, the orientation of the solar panel can be either 

fixed or movable. Fixed-orientation solar panels are the 

least expensive to install but they are also the least efficient. 

A simple improvement can be made by a rotatable solar 

panel on a single axis where the tilt angle is adjusted sea-

sonally, or monthly. To make better use of the solar energy, 

some tracking systems are designed to minimize the inci-

dent angle of the sunlight onto the solar panel [2-7]. The 

sophistication of the tracking system depends on the trade-

off between cost and efficiency. Single-axis as well as dual-

axis trackers exist. A single-axis tracker can be designed as 

a horizontal single-axis tracker (HSAT), vertical single-axis 

tracker (VSAT), or tilted single-axis tracker (TSAT). Differ-

ent types of dual-axis trackers have also been developed and 

depend on the choice of the primary and secondary axis. 

With different system drive methods, tracking can be active 

or passive. The goal of dual-axis trackers is to make the 

solar panel track the sun so that the sun’s rays are always 

orthogonal to the solar panel.  

 

A typical solar tracking method requires photoelectric 

detection that utilizes a photoelectric sensor to follow the 

sun; however, this method suffers from unpredictable 

weather conditions which could affect tracking of the sun. A 

weather-independent method involves solar trajectory track-

ing through mathematical computations [8]. Although pa-

pers on solar tracking have been published, none includes 

simulations for visualizations [8-11]. Numerical information 

on local sunrise, sunset time, and length of a day in a year at 

any latitudinal location is available in astronomical alma-

nacs and online at institutions such as U.S. Naval Observa-

tory; however, a useful computational and visualization 

model of these astronomical events to assist with solar panel 

orientation for maximum solar irradiance at any time, any 

day and any location was not found in the literature. Some 

groups have investigated monthly solar panel orientation 

strategies [12]. The solar panel efficiency affected by the 

orientation is of interest in multiple applications [13-15]. 

 

In this study, a geocentric model was developed for com-

putation and visualizations of the apparent diurnal motion of 

the sun and to simulate the computed orientation of an ac-

tive dual-axis solar panel tracking system. Simulations of 

the apparent diurnal motion of the sun can be used to drive 

the dual-axis solar tracker. Snapshots of the diurnal motion 

of the sun for a sample date are shown in Figure 1. Duration 

of daytime and nighttime plots for various latitudes are dis-

played. MATLAB programs were developed for this simu-

lation and visualization. In practical applications of solar 

panels, to reduce the cost of the installation, a reduced-

degree-of-freedom solar tracking system is often adopted. 

These systems include seasonally adjusted fixed solar pan-

els and single-axis solar trackers. The efficiency due to inci-

dent angles of these reduced-degree-of-freedom solar track-

ing systems is defined and investigated. This analysis has 

significance in practice for engineers who make decisions 

on the trade-offs between efficiency and cost in the initial 

planning stage of investment and installation. 

ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PANEL EFFICIENCY THROUGH 

COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION 
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Solar Tracking by Computing the Solar 

Declination and Azimuthal Angles 
 

A simple model can be used to compute and simulate 

solar tracking. For the precision requirement of solar track-

ing, it is enough to assume that the orbit of the earth is a 

circle. It is more convenient, however, to use a geocentric 

model than a heliocentric model. It is necessary to under-

stand the relationship between the horizon plane and the 

plane depicting the diurnal motion of the sun to see how the 

sun’s location and orbit affects sunrise time, sunset time, 

and the duration of daytime and nighttime, and in effect 

how the solar panel should be oriented. Geometric equations 

relating the duration of daytime and nighttime to the relative 

position of the sun to the equatorial plane and the horizon 

plane are derived below. 

 

Solar Declination on Any Date throughout 

the Year 
 

The celestial sphere is shown in Figure 1, where the earth 

is at the center. N is the celestial North Pole. If the observer 

is standing at a point on earth with latitude, λ , then the great 

circle in the x-y plane in the Cartesian coordinate system 

with points S, B, R, and A is the local horizon circle. The 

great circle with points E, L, B, N, Z, H, Q, and A is the 

local meridian. This circle is in the y-z plane.  

Figure 1. Diurnal Motion of the Sun on the Celestial Sphere 

 

The line EQ is the diameter of the celestial sphere, which 

is also in the equatorial plane. (The equatorial plane is omit-

ted in Figure 1 for clarity.) ON is the axis of the celestial 

sphere. ON is perpendicular to EQ. The small circle with 

points H, R, L, and S is the diurnal path of the sun. C is the 

center of this small circle. R is the point of sunrise, whereas 

S is the point of sunset. H marks the position of the sun at 

noon, and L is the position of the sun at midnight. The arc 

RHS represents the daytime path, and the arc SLR repre-

sents the nighttime path of the sun. LCH is a diameter of 

that small circle (CR, CL, CS, and CH are radii of the same 

circle). The plane of that small circle lies parallel to the 

equatorial plane and perpendicular to the axis ON. Hence, 

LH is parallel to EQ and LH is perpendicular to ON. As-

sume the radius of the celestial sphere is 1. 

 

ZOQ = λ is the local latitude. Denote 

 

(1) 

 

 

as the co-latitude. In Figure 1, 

 

(2) 

 

The solar declination is denoted by 

 

(3) 

 

which is the angle from the sun at noon to the equatorial 

plane. σ changes throughout the year with a period of one 

year. At the vernal equinox, the sun is on the equator. H 

coincides with Q, and σ = 0. The angle between the ecliptic 

plane and the equatorial plane is called the obliquity of the 

ecliptic, with a value ε = 23.5º. At the summer solstice, the 

sun is the highest in the sky and σ = ε, which has the maxi-

mum value. Figure 1 displays the diurnal path of the sun for 

an arbitrary day in the year, with a generic value of and σ ≠ 

ε, . The obliquity of the ecliptic ε is not shown in Figure 1. 

At the autumnal equinox, the sun is on the equator again. H 

coincides with Q once again, and σ = 0. At the winter sol-

stice, the sun is the lowest in the sky and σ = ─ε, which is 

the minimum value. 

 

The solar declination σ for any particular day in the year 

can be found, hence, the duration of daytime and nighttime 

can be computed for any latitude on earth and any day in the 

year. 

 

Let θ denote the ecliptic longitude (not shown in Figure 1).  

θ varies from 0 to 2π when the sun moves on the ecliptic 

circle on the celestial sphere in one year. At vernal equinox 

θ = 0;  at summer solstice θ = π/2; at autumnal equinox θ = 

π; and at winter solstice θ = 3π/2. The altitude of the sun 

∠

λ
π

α −=
2

α=∠=∠ CDOQOA

HOQ∠=σ
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projected above the equatorial plane can be expressed as 

sinθsinε. On the other hand, the same altitude is equal to 

sinσ in terms of the solar declination σ. By equating these 

two,  

(4) 

 

the solar declination σ can be found in terms of ecliptic 

longitude θ. When using the approximation of a circular 

orbit of the earth around the sun, θ can be assumed to 

change with a uniform angular velocity in the year. Let  Y = 

365.24 be the number of days in a year and let D be the 

number of days of the date of concern counting from vernal 

equinox. Then θ and D are simply related by 

 

(5) 

 

From Equations (4) and (5), 

 

(6) 

  

The solar panel should be oriented with an angle λ + σ from 

the horizontal plane, which is the altitude of the sun at local 

noon.  
 

Sunrise, Sunset and Duration of Daylight  
 

The azimuthal rotation of the solar panel should follow 

the sun from sunrise to sunset. In Figure 1, the radius r of 

the small circle can be found by 

 

(7) 

Also, 

 

(8) 

 

Since = , and bisects the angle , us-

ing Equations (7) and (8), the following Equation 9 is ob-

tained: 

 

(9) 

 

This yields 

 

(10) 

 

The duration of the nighttime, n, is computed in hours as 

 

 

(11) 

 

CR CS CD RCS∠

The duration of the daytime, d, is given in hours as 

 

 

Substituting for δ from Equation (10), d is obtained as 

 

(12) 

 

Using Equation (6), the duration of the daytime can be ex-

pressed as 

 

(13) 

 

The sunrise time is then 

 

 

(14) 

 

and the sunset time is 

(15) 

 

in hours counting from midnight. All the times are local 

time for that particular longitude of the location of concern. 

The local time needs to be converted to standard time of the 

time zone where the location is in before they can be com-

pared with published numerical data or observational data.  

 

It is easy to check some special cases. When λ = 0. which 

is for a location on the equator, at any time during the year, 

d = 12, which means the daytime and nighttime are equal. If 

σ = 0, which is for the dates of the vernal equinox and au-

tumnal equinox, then d = 12, which means the daytime and 

nighttime are equal for all different latitudes.  

 

Computer Simulations 
 

The algorithms for the diurnal motion of the sun and du-

ration of daytime and nighttime were implemented in 

MATLAB based on the equations derived in the following 

section.  

 

Diurnal Motion of the Sun  
 

The diurnal motion and its plane for an arbitrarily chosen 

date, May 2, 2012, is shown in Figure 2 for different lati-

tudes l. The software developed allows the user to choose 

any date and any latitude or location. Figure 2 shows the 

horizon plane (horizontal plane in all sub-figures) and the 

equatorial plane (plane parallel to the diurnal motion plane 

of the sun). The sphere represents the celestial sphere with 

the earth at its center. The small red ball represents the sun. 

Figure 2 can be validated with the appropriate values for 

latitude l and the solar declination s, based on the date of the 
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year described earlier. For example, for the date May 2, 

2012, D = 42 (total number of days from vernal equinox 

March 21 to May 2) and s = 15.30o from Equation (6). For l 

= 90o, d = 0 (Equation (10)); then d = 24 hours, and n = 0 

hours, as expected for the North Pole in summer. This is 

depicted in the top left subplot of Figure 2. Diurnal orbit of 

the sun is entirely above the horizon plane on the chosen 

date such that d = 24 hours for that day and n = 0, as ex-

pected for the North Pole. The bottom right subplot of Fig-

ure 2 is the diurnal path of the sun at l = -90 (South Pole) on 

May 2, 2012. Similarly, when l = 0, half of the diurnal orbit 

of the sun is above and the other half is below the horizon 

plane, suggesting equal day and night duration of 12 hours. 

Figure 2. Computer Simulation of the Diurnal Motion of the 

Sun for May 2, 2012 

 

Sunrise and sunset times for this date can be found from 

Equations (14) and (15), depending on the local latitude. 

Visual depiction of duration of daytime and nighttime for a 

given date is described in the next section. 

 

Duration of Daytime for Any Latitude and 

Date 
 

Figure 3 shows the duration of daytime and nighttime for 

one year for different latitudes l. Figure 3 was obtained by 

applying Equation (14) for each day of the year from Janu-

ary 1 to December 31. The duration of daytime on May 2, 

2012, for a given l  in Figure 3 (vertical green line) can be 

compared with the orbit of the sun on that day in Figure 2 in 

corresponding sub-figures. The comparison validates the 

results. Note, for example, for l =  -45o, d = 9.88 hours and n 

= 14.12 hours, as depicted in Figure 3, bottom left subplot. 

These computations also match the depiction of daytime 

and nighttime durations in Figure 2 (bottom left), where the 

diurnal path of the sun is more below the horizon plane than 

it is above, visually validating the computations for May 2, 

2012, with a longer nighttime than daytime. For this lati-

tude, Tr = 7.06 hours after midnight, which is 7:04 AM and 

Ts = 16.94 hours, which is 4:56 PM. Notice that Tr and Ts 

represent local time instead of standard time. 

Figure 3. Duration of Daytime and Nighttime for an Entire 

Year for Various Latitudes l (Vertical green line represents the 

date May 2, 2012) 

 

The duration of daytime was used in computing the efficien-

cy of reduced-degree-of-freedom solar tracking systems in 

the next section. 

 

Efficiency of Solar Tracking Systems with 

Reduced Degree of Freedom 
 

In some applications, the efficiency of the solar panels is 

traded for the lower cost of the tracking system. Single-axis 

trackers are widely used in lieu of dual-axis trackers. The 

single axis can be horizontal, vertical or tilted. Using the 

model developed in this study, an estimation of the efficien-

cy of these single-axis trackers can be computed when the 

engineers need to evaluate the trade-offs.  

 

The solar panel efficiency due to sunlight incident angles 

is the only concern here. The efficiency due to incident an-

gles of solar panels with reduced degrees of freedom is de-

fined to be the ratio of the energy flux per unit area per day 

of such a solar panel to the energy flux per unit area per day 
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of dual-axis full solar tracker. Do not confuse this efficiency 

definition with efficiency of photoelectric energy conver-

sion, which in general is less than 40%. The numerical val-

ues of the efficiency due to sunlight incident angles are 

much higher, but this fact does not imply any contradiction. 

This efficiency may vary each day in the year, but what is of 

particular interest is the annual average, or the seasonal av-

erage, of the efficiency. It may vary with local latitude as 

well. The efficiency in numerical values for New York City, 

as an example, which has latitude λ = 40º47’, is calculated 

throughout this analysis. At the end of this section, the effi-

ciencies are compared with two other locations with differ-

ent latitudes, Los Angeles, CA, and Miami, FL. With this 

analysis, it makes it easier to estimate quantitatively how 

much gain in power the full tracking system may obtain 

compared to less-expensive partial tracker systems or even 

seasonally adjusted fixed solar panels. This will assist with 

the decision-making process on the difference choices of 

solar panel systems in the investment and installation of 

such systems. 

 

Efficiency of Seasonally Adjusted Fixed 

Panel Systems 
 

One simple improvement related to efficiency, on top of 

the fixed solar panels, is to seasonally adjust the tilt angle of 

the solar panel manually. Solar panels with dual-axis track-

ers and with programmed active drives, as discussed in the 

last section, are able to guarantee the orthogonal incident of 

sunlight all the time and are the most efficient. The season-

ally adjusted fixed panel systems are always oriented to face 

due south. In the spring and fall, the tilt angle is adjusted to 

face the celestial equator, with an altitude angle λ, which is 

the local latitude. 

 

For six months of the year, the duration of daylight is 

longer than 12 hours. However, the usable time for the inci-

dent sunlight is truncated at 12 hours because the sun is 

behind the panel for the rest of the day. For the other six 

months, the duration of daylight is less than 12 hours. So for 

three months in the summer, the incident sunlight is 12 

hours long. For spring and fall there are one and half 

months with 12 hours of sunlight and one and half months 

with less than 12 hours. For winter, it is always less than 12 

hours. 

 

Summer 
 

Assume that in summer the panel tilt is adjusted to a dec-

lination angle The average incident angle is taken 

 

.
4

3ε
σ =

as In the three months of summer, the sunlight is 

 

longer than 12 hours. While a full tracker can take ad-

vantage of this fact, the fixed panel has to truncate the sun-

light to 12 hours. The fixed panel only makes use of a por-

tion of sunlight during the day, which is where is 

the average duration of daytime. 

 

(16) 

 

The efficiency for summer is, then, 

 

(17) 

 

 

The efficiency varies with local latitude because the average 

duration of daylight depends on the latitude. For New York 

City, for example, with the latitude λ = 40º47’, the efficien-

cy is 53.97%. 

 

Spring and Fall 
 

For spring or fall, the solar panel is adjusted to aim at the 

vernal equinox or autumnal equinox, thus the efficiency for 

spring and fall is the same, due to symmetry. Here, only the 

analysis for the spring is described. 

 

For the 1.5 months of spring with more than 12 hours of 

daylight, the average duration of daylight is 

 

(18) 

 

 

The efficiency can be approximated by 

 

(19) 

 

 

For New York City, with the latitude λ = 40º47’, in this 

period, the efficiency is 59.7%. 

 

For the other 1.5 months of spring, the average duration of 

daylight must be considered, which depends on the local 

latitude. For the first-order approximation, take the average 

declination as 

 

(20) 

 

The efficiency of the solar panel for these 1.5 months is 
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(21) 

 

which has a numerical value of 63.3%. The overall average 

efficiency for spring and fall is 61.5%. 

 

Winter 
 

During the three winter months, the daylight time is less 

than 12 hours. Take the average declination as 

 

(22) 

 

and the average incident angle of sunlight as  

 

The solar panel efficiency for winter is approximately 

 

 

(23) 

 

which is calculated to be 63.6% for New York City. 

 

Efficiency of Horizontal Single Axis 

Trackers (HSAT) 
 

HSAT trackers have horizontal axes. These trackers are 

able to follow the altitude of the sun but not the azimuth 

from east to west. There is limited improvement from sea-

sonally adjusted fixed panels. They suffer in the same way 

as fixed panels in the summer and half of spring and half of 

fall to utilize the periods of longer than 12 hours of sunlight. 

The efficiency in winter is 

 

(24) 

 

which is 63.7%. 

 

The efficiency in the summer is 

 

(25) 

 

 

The average daylight is the same in summer 

 

 

(26) 

  

For New York City, with a latitude λ = 40º47’, the efficien-

cy turns out to be 54.0%. 

 

.
8

ε

For half of the spring, which is right before summer, the 

average daylight time is 

 

(27) 

 

 

and the efficiency is 60.2%. The average efficiency for the 

other half of the spring, which is immediately after winter, 

is 63.7%. The overall efficiency for spring or fall is, then, 

62.0%.  

 

Efficiency of Tilted Single Axis Trackers 

(TSAT) 
 

In these trackers, the axis is tilted so that at noon the panel 

is facing the intersection of the celestial equator on the local 

meridian. The panel rotates daily from east to west to follow 

the sun. The incident angle is fixed for each day and is the 

same as the solar declination angle σ. The annual average 

efficiency for this TSAT is 

 

(28) 

 

which is independent of the local latitude and has a value of 

97.2%. 

 

Efficiency of Vertical Single Axis Trackers 

(VSAT) 
 

VSAT trackers can rotate along a vertical axis and follow 

the sun from east to west daily. These tracers make full use 

of longer daytime during the summer. Suppose the panel is 

optimally oriented in such a way that it faces the celestial 

equator at noon, the efficiency of VSAT trackers would be 

calculated as 

 

(29) 

 

where is the co-latitude.  

 

This can be approximated as 

 

(30) 

 

resulting in an efficiency of 88.2% for New York City. 

 

The efficiencies for two other cities, Los Angeles, CA, and 

Miami, FL, are calculated and compared in the following 

tables. Los Angeles has a latitude λ = 34º03’, and Miami 

has a latitude of λ = 25º46’. 
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Table 1. Efficiencies for Seasonally Adjusted Fixed panels 

 
Table 2. Efficiencies for Horizontal Single Axis Trackers 

 
Table 3. Efficiencies for Tilted Single Axis Trackers and 

Vertical Single Axis Trackers 

 

Conclusions 
 

The analysis of the diurnal motion of the sun on the celes-

tial sphere using a geocentric model was used for an active 

dual-axis solar tracker in order to optimize the incident an-

gle and, hence, optimize the received energy flux from the 

sunlight. The numerical values of the declination angles and 

azimuthal angles of the sun, sunrise, sunset time, and dura-

tion of daytime for any date in the year, and conducted sim-

ulations for various locations with different latitude and 

dates in a year were calculated. Solar panel efficiency due to 

incident angles for restricted-degree-of-freedom solar track-

ers for different seasons and the annual average were also 

analyzed. The results indicated that the tilted single-axis 

trackers (TSAT) have the highest efficiency, which is inde-

pendent of the local latitude. The horizontal single-axis 

trackers do not offer significant improvements over the sea-

sonally adjusted fixed panels. This analysis has significance 

in providing guidance in the decision-making process of 

initially installing a solar panel system. In summary, this 

paper presents not only a visual tool but also a computation-

al tool to assist engineers and consumers in their decision 

making for investment in appropriate solar panels and track-

ing systems in terms of trade-offs for energy maximization 

in their particular applications. 
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Abstract 
 

The paper summarizes the mechanical design of a Stand-

ardized Ground Mobile Platform (SGMP) with special at-

tention on the development of a novel type of passive sus-

pension. The suspension mechanism consists of two planar 

closed kinematic chains on each side of the rover. The de-

sign considered here was simpler than existing passive sus-

pension mechanisms in the sense that the number of links 

and joints have been significantly reduced, without compro-

mising the climbing capability of the rover.  

 

Background 
 

The first planetary exploration rovers, Lunakhod 1 and 2, 

each visited the moon to gather information and send pic-

tures of the terrain. In 1996, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab 

and the California Institute of Technology designed new 

rovers with identical structures; they were named Sojourner 

and Marie-Curie and weighed about 10.5kg. [1], [2]. The 

Rocky 7 design and dimensions are similar to Sojourner. As 

wheeled robots evolved, the mobility system changed from 

two-wheel steering systems to Ackerman type [3]. Rough-

terrain mobility can be increased by shifting the center of 

gravity. A good example of this is the NASA Sample Re-

turn Rover (SRR), which was designed for missions on 

Mars and has an active suspension system with variable 

angles between linkages [4]. Shrimp is a six-wheeled rover, 

designed by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. It 

has one front four-bar linkage to climb over obstacles up to 

twice its wheel diameter without stability problems. The 

middle four wheels have parallelogram bogie, which bal-

ances the wheels’ reaction forces during climbing [5]. Mars 

Exploration rovers were designed on the basis of Sojourner. 

Each of them is about 1.6 meters in length and weighs 

174kg. The mobility system uses a rocker-bogie suspension 

and four-wheel steering [6]. Tao et al. [7] presented the de-

sign of a six-wheeled robotic rover with passive/active sus-

pension for uneven terrain. The rover suspension consists of 

two articulated frames, each with three degrees of freedom 

(DOF) and where each joint of the suspension can rotate 

passively or be driven by a motor. Singh et al. [8] aimed to 

design a suspension mechanism which would utilize the 

advantages of both passive-suspension and active-

suspension rovers. As future space exploration, rescue and 

other missions include the principle of reducing costs, new, 

more flexible rover designs will be needed. This need pro-

vides a number of highly motivational educational and re-

search opportunities for design, development, and testing of 

new small-form–factor, ground-based robots. 

 

Concept of Operation 
 

The overall goal that was set for the multidisciplinary 

development team was two-fold. Electronically, the system 

had to be manageable from a remote location and be capa-

ble of adding/upgrading sensor and control technologies 

through a slice-based architecture. Mechanically, the system 

had to be low cost, small, compact, highly maneuverable, 

and be able to be fabricated and maintained with a mini-

mum investment in tools/materials. An overview of the con-

cept of operation of SGMP is shown in Figure 1. As the 

figure indicates, the system architecture is Internet–based, 

thus allowing for monitoring and control of the robot from 

anywhere that an Internet connection could be secured. The 

heart of the system is the MySQL Server. This resource 

accepts route-planning inputs from a Base Station as well as 

collects geographical positioning and other sensory infor-

mation from the robot. Route planning information is down-

loaded from the server to the robot, while information sent 

from the robot to the server can be transferred to a Base 

Station that requests this information. The server can also 

record route generation and tracking data for later playback 

and analysis. 

Figure 1. SGMP Concept of Operation 

 

The SGMP robot has the ability to connect to the server 

via a wireless Wide Area Networking link using GPRS. In 

addition to the GPRS communications, the robot can use 
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either Bluetooth or wireless Local Area Networking to com-

municate locally. The robot uses ultrasonic detection for 

collision avoidance and has both GPS and AHRS to assist in 

path following. The mobile platform uses a Freescale Tower 

architecture to provide the on-board, slice-based command, 

control, and communications functions. The hardware/

software infrastructure of the vehicle is based on subsump-

tion architecture, which is a way of decomposing a complex 

behavior into “simple” modules [9]. The robot was intended 

to operate in an urban-type environment with the ability to 

avoid large obstacles and negotiate uneven terrain. 

 

Mechanical Design of a Novel Articulated 

Suspension  
 

The mechanical design for the SGMP was developed with 

the main goal of improving the size, maneuverability, and 

suspension of existing Surface Mobility Platforms (SGMP) 

[10]. In four-wheel-drive vehicles, obstacle limit is general-

ly half of the wheel diameter [1]. It is possible to pass over 

this height by pushing the driving wheel to the obstacle, 

which is called climbing. For this condition, the contact 

point of the wheel and obstacle is at the same height as the 

wheel center. Although obstacle geometries can vary, the 

most difficult geometry which can be climbed by a wheeled 

vehicle is a stair-type rectangular obstacle. For that condi-

tion, climbing motion consist of two sub-motions. The first 

is a vertical motion, which causes a horizontal reaction 

force on the wheel center. The vertical motion instant center 

is at infinity. The second sub-motion is a soft rotation about 

a point located at the top of an obstacle, with an instant cen-

ter of rotation at that point. Tests show that the Mars rover 

is able to overcome about 1.5 times the height of its wheel 

diameter. This limitation forces scientists to improve their 

current designs. 

 

Climbing over an obstacle is a critical problem when wheel 

forces in the opposite direction of motion produce a moment 

about a pivot joint to rotate the bogie [3]. If the surface fric-

tion of an obstacle is not enough to climb, the obstacle force 

on the wheel can reach high values. A solution for this prob-

lem is the use of a linear-motion suspension where obstacle 

reaction force cannot create any moment. 

 

Based on all of these factors, the challenge in this current 

study was to design a suspension which would: 1) be simple 

in structure, 2) allow for a near to straight line motion of the 

center of the wheel in order to decrease overturn moment, 3) 

have a climbing capacity of about two times the wheel di-

ameter, and 4) have the ability to maintain equal force and 

maintain equal load distribution on all wheels. Therefore, 

the goal of this kinematic synthesis was to calculate the de-

sign parameters for the linkage suspension that accounts for 

the physical contact of the wheel with an obstacle in the 

workspace during motion. For the synthesis, the authors 

defined a start and an end position and used velocity and 

acceleration task specifications defined in the two positions, 

which are directly derived from the geometry of the prob-

lem [11] and are compatible with contact and curvature con-

straints of the wheels with obstacles in the environment. 

After the task was specified, the dimensions of the chain, 

which would satisfy the task specifications, were calculated. 

A four-bar linkage was synthesized to obtain the desired 

approximate straight-line motion of the wheel center. The 

suspension on each side of the platform was constructed by 

connecting two four-bar linkages symmetrically. Figure 2 

shows two of the five designs that best fit the requirements 

[11]. Tests were performed to assure that each suspension 

moved smoothly throughout the task. 

Figure 2. Linkage Type and Link Lengths for Each Design 

 

Because the proposed bogie design was to be symmet-

rical, reaction forces of the front and rear wheels were iden-

tical. During operation on rough terrain, if the robot can 

maintain its balance at all times, even when frozen position, 

it can be said that the robot has static stability. Physically, 

the boundary for stability criteria is related with a polygon, 

which consists of contact points between the ground and the 

wheels [12]. If the projection of the center of gravity on the 

ground plane stays inside of the stability area at all times 

during operation, the robot is considered to be stable. The 

stability of the robot can be defined by using the gravita-

tional stability margin [13].  

 

The maximum slope of the terrain that the robot can 

climb is called gradeability, The maximum downhill and 

cross-hill gradeability can be easily calculated and are func-

tions of the projection of the center of gravity on the slope 

and its distance to the wheels. Since the center of gravity is 

sufficiently low for all design models, the coefficient of 

friction of the wheels would be the next limiting factor 

when traversing a sloped surface. For that reason, hollow 

rubber wheels were chosen. Each rubber wheel was mount-

ed on a plastic hub and was additionally secured by an adhe-

sive along the circumference of the hub. The wheels were 

non-pressurized and could deform and return to their shape, 

providing uniform, low-maintenance traction. A diameter of 

3 inches was chosen for the wheels. Wheel width contrib-

utes to traction as a factor of the ground surface area dis-
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wheel base well outside of the body, resulting in a good 

gradeability. The center of mass is higher than some of the 

other designs, but only a few degrees of the cross-hill grade-

ability is traded for the greater ground clearance. While de-

sign model 6.3 (Figure 3b) seems to have respectable grade-

ability and cross-hill gradeability, there is a fundamental 

stability issue with the geometry. Since the linkage system 

would be pivoting about the center fastening point, there 

would be a need for a secondary set of linkages in order to 

add stability.  

a) 

b) 

 
Figure 4. Climbing Ability of the Top Two Designs 

 

Design model 4.2 was chosen as the best overall design 

based on its climbing capacity of about 3 times the wheel 

diameter, and its linear ratio of 0.1. The linear ratio indi-

cates the ratio of x_max displacement over the total y dis-

placement from the ground, which is close to a straight line 

for this design. Even though the linkages were sized to ac-

commodate this height, the center of mass was maintained 

low enough to offer a forward climbing angle (gradeability) 

of 59.35º, (Figure 5, right) and a cross-hill gradeability of 

59.47º, (Figure 5, left). 
 

Figure 5. Gradeability for Design 4.2 

 

placing the normal force on each wheel. In challenging en-

vironments such as sand, wider wheels aid in preventing the 

unit from sinking into the shifting soil. 

 

Development concepts for each rover design had an ap-

proximate size of 14”x14”x14” and a weight of 14 pounds 

for the five different suspension designs. The two top de-

signs are shown in Figure 3. They were tested using three 

primary criteria: 1) obstacle climbing ability of the suspen-

sion; 2) linear motion capacity of the suspension; and, 3) 

platform-suspension system stability in climbing slopes. 

These criteria are described below. 

a) Design Model 4.2 

b) Design Model 6.3 

 
Figure 3. Center of Gravity for the Top Two Designs  

 

Obstacle Climbing Ability and Linear 

Motion Capacity of Suspension 
 

In order to quantify the desired linear motion of each of 

the linkage systems, the maximum displacement of the 

wheel center in the x direction was calculated. The displace-

ment of the value for the y direction gave insight into the 

maximum height of an object that the platform could over-

come. Design 4.2, shown on the left in Figure 4, meets and 

exceeds the goal of 1.5 times the wheel diameter climbing 

height, while minimally diverging in the x direction late in 

its path. 

 

The trajectory of the center of the wheel of design 6.3 

(Figure 4 to the right) follows a circular path proportional to 

the length of input crank b and its travel is restricted by out-

put crank a and coupler h. These yield semi-vertical travel 

within the range of actuation, increasing in linearity as the 

length of b link increases. 

 

Center of Gravity and System Stability 
 

The maximum slope, or gradeability, was broken into two 

perspectives (see Figure 3). Design 4.2 (Figure 3a), has a 

59.35º 59.47º 

61.66º 59.22º 
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The kinematic analysis of the suspension uses the ideali-

zation that the links do not flex during movement and can 

be considered as rigid. The constraint equation (1) of a gen-

eral four-bar linkage can be used for deriving the output 

angle Y as a function of a known input angle Q (see Figure 

6). The constraint equation is obtained from the requirement 

that the coupler link maintains a constant distance between 

the moving pivots of the input and output cranks [14]: 

  

 C:    (B ─ A)  (B ─ A) ─ h2 = 0         (1) 

 

where 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Four-Bar Linkage Configuration 

 

Differentiation of this constraint yields the speed ratio of 

the linkage, which defines its mechanical advantage in a 

particular configuration. For a given input angle and a 

known value of the output angle, the position loop equations 

are solved to determine the coupler angle:  

 

 

 

 

The first derivative of the loop equations of the four-bar 

linkage defines the velocity loop equations, which are used 

to compute the angular velocities of the output crank and 

coupler link. It was assumed that the input crank of Design 

4.2. would move with a constant velocity of 1deg/s. The 

locations of the fixed pivots O and C and moving pivots A 

and B with respect to a fixed frame W, as well as the link 

lengths, were obtained to be a = 4, b = 4.5, h = 3.85. The 

offsets were cx = 0 and cy = -3 (see again Figure 6). The 

results from the kinematic analysis for different input crank 

angles Q, in the range of 30° to 90°, are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Results from the Kinematic Analysis 

Figure 7 shows the SGMP undergoing a number of tests. 

The chassis and suspension were primarily constructed from 

6061 Aluminum, which was chosen for its light weight and 

availability in various extruded profiles. Each piece was 

drilled manually using a Bridgeport vertical mill, which had 

been fitted with a digital x and y readout. In order to couple 

each motor to the legs, a two-piece adapter was modeled in 

3D and then printed in ABS plastic, using a Stratasys FDM 

200MC rapid prototyping machine. This method was also 

used to create the module, which holds each level of circuit 

boards. 

Figure 7. The Standardized Ground Mobile Platform (SGMP) 

 

Q° 

In. angle 

Y° 

Out. angle 

 

F° 

Coupler 

angle 

·  
Q(deg/s) 

in. vel. 

·  
Y (deg/s) 

out. vel. 

30 16.09 -77 14.33 -37.36 

40 24.44 -74.4 16.15 -29.15 

50 32.45 -71.4 18.48 -19.16 

60 40.04 -67.9 21.35 -7.41 

70 47.16 -63.9 24.75 5.76 

80 53.75 -59.2 28.60 19.57 

90 59.76 -53.9 32.74 32.74 
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Conclusions 
 

The mechanical design of the Standardized Ground Mo-

bile Platform (SGMP) was discussed with special attention 

on the development of a novel type passive suspension 

mechanism. Different designs were analyzed based on a 

number of system requirements. The advantages of the final 

design are its linear motion, ability to overcome obstacle 

capacities, stability in climbing either uphill or downhill, as 

well as compact size and low cost. The platform employs an 

open-electronics hardware and software architecture. The 

working prototype of the new design was discussed and 

presented.  
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Abstract 
 

Traditional track-based Unmanned Ground Vehicles 

(UGV) cannot deviate from their routes due to this track 

limitation in their navigation methods. Track limitation has 

to be overcome in order to render a UGV more flexible. It is 

desirable to have a UGV move without tracks and have the 

ability to deviate to and from routine routes in order to have 

flexibility in tasks. In this study, the authors proposed a nav-

igation system to aid multiple UGVs in navigating to vari-

ous locations without any physical tracks and without col-

liding with one another. The authors demonstrated an image

-recognition-based trackless navigation system to enhance 

the flexibility of multiple UGVs. To accomplish this feat, an 

image-recognition algorithm was developed to identify the 

position and orientation of multiple UGV’s using a Central-

ized Image-Based Controller Unit (CIBCU). This CIBCU is 

connected to a vision system and radio-frequency (RF) 

communicator. The CIBCU then implements the image-

recognition algorithm, anti-collision and navigation algo-

rithm, and centralized control center to track and navigate 

multiple UGVs without physical tracks. A prototype was 

developed to demonstrate and test the Vision-Based Naviga-

tion System. Statistical analyses were carried out on this 

newly developed system in order to find behavior-of-

positioning error. 

 

Introduction 
 

Conventionally, controlling Unmanned Ground Vehicles 

(UGV) and Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGV) has been a 

challenge. Tracks serve as a key element for navigation sys-

tems for a mobile UGV. UGV tracking is a critical compo-

nent for providing position, directions, and travel infor-

mation for motion along a trajectory with minimal devia-

tion. Many researchers have proposed different tracking 

techniques such as dead reckoning, navigation using active 

beacons, landmark- and map-based navigation, ultrasound, 

and Global Positioning System (GPS). 

 

Most of the available navigation systems make use of a 

constant exchange of data between the controller and UGV 

that is costly in more ways than one. The exchange of data 

contributes to a slower system, resulting in lower UGV ve-

locity. Furthermore, these systems are complicated by vari-

ous parts and are often constrained to a pre-defined area. 

The post-implementation cost can also be a factor against its 

use. It appears that a newer system that does not carry these 

drawbacks will be beneficial to this area of study. 

 

Many navigation techniques have been used over the last 

two decades for tracking a UGV. Dead-reckoning [1] is a 

process of estimating one's current position based on a pre-

viously determined position of the UGV. This is accom-

plished by advancing a previous position based on a known 

path and speed over a period of time. However, incremental 

motion often results in errors. Other navigation systems use 

active beacons [2] such as laser, sonar, or radio. This tech-

nique determines the position of a UGV by drawing a trian-

gle through installed beacons and measuring the distance. 

The disadvantages of this technique include inaccuracy of 

distance measurements caused by signal delay, as well as 

installation and maintenance costs. GPS systems are more 

advanced and accurate at tracking the position of a UGV, 

but do not work in an indoor environment where satellite 

signals are often blocked. 

 

Presently, wireless techniques are extensively used to 

track the UGV using distance measurement techniques. Ra-

dio frequency (RF) and ultrasound [3,4] are extensively 

used in these navigation techniques. In some cases, both 

ultrasound and RF are used together for greater precision. 

All of the aforementioned navigation systems involve a con-

stant exchange of data between the controller and the UGV, 

resulting in a large amount of overhead, and the employ-

ment of more sensors and constraints to the pre-defined 

landmarks. This results in a higher power consumption and 

shorter battery life of the UGV. It also results in slower op-

eration and response.  

 

Vision-based navigation systems generally use less data 

for tracking the UGV position, resulting in faster operation 

and response. This is different from previous navigation 

systems like the landmark- and map-based navigation tech-

niques, which rely on predefined landmarks, maps, or pre-

information about the environment [5]. No assumptions 

about the knowledge of the location are made for the vision-

based navigation system. 

 

The concept of vision navigation has been in development 

for the last 20 years [6] in the area of mobile robot naviga-
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tion. Even though it was introduced to overcome the disad-

vantages in the previous techniques, it is implemented in 

accordance with the previous techniques. In many tech-

niques, vision systems (i.e., cameras) are used to visualize 

the environment and to guide the robot. Vision systems are 

used to find and measure the location of 3D structures with 

respect to a CAD-model [7]. The integration of a CAD 

model to visual measurement and direct feedback of meas-

urement results to the CAD model is a key aspect for this 

technique. In other techniques, vision systems are used to 

generate a three-dimensional (3D) environmental map from 

data taken with stereo vision [8]. Vision systems are used to 

develop more precise segmentation. From the obtained seg-

mentation, a 3D environment is built using occupancy grid 

and floor height maps. In another vision-based technique, 

vehicle position and orientation are determined using pano-

ramic images [9]. Omni-directional sensors are used for 

obtaining a 360º field of view. Recognizing landmarks in a 

panoramic image from a prior model of distinct features in a 

given environment gives information about the robot’s loca-

tion. 

 

Most of these techniques rely on assumptions based on 

prior knowledge of the scene. Some researchers have pro-

posed using a vision-based system that functions without 

any prior knowledge of the scene. In this technique, a stereo

-based vision system is built from feature correspondences 

and 3D information from image sequences of the scene 

[10]. This method uses two cameras for capturing the image 

frames at a fixed point in time. One camera is used to cap-

ture interface images and a second camera is used to collect 

the stereo image. The relative position of the camera motion 

is then estimated by registering the 3D feature points from 

two consecutive image frames. 

 

There are many different vision navigation techniques 

proposed by prominent researchers. Various techniques 

utilize different methodologies to track UGVs with a vision 

system. Some of the vision techniques use a prior model of 

the environment [11]. Some of the techniques draw imagi-

nary horizontal and vertical lines to find the position of the 

vehicle [9]. Other techniques use information from gray-

scale images to find the path clearance to navigate the vehi-

cles [12]. 

 

Some vision techniques use panoramic imagery. Omni-

directional sensors are used in obtaining a 360º field of 

view, permitting the various objects near a robot to be im-

aged simultaneously. The robot’s location is found by rec-

ognizing landmarks in a panoramic image from a prior mod-

el of distinct features in a given environment [11] 

(Guerrero, 2001). Other vision techniques find the position 

of the vehicle using collective measurement data obtained 

directly from the raw data of gray-level images. Such data is 

independent of the 3D surface texture, is measured in di-

mensional units, and requires no 3D reconstruction. The 

control schemes are based on a set of “if / then” fuzzy rules 

with almost no knowledge about the vehicle’s dynamics, 

speed, and heading [12]. In some techniques, robot naviga-

tion is calibrated based on navigational lines. The position 

of a robot is based on extracted straight lines, assuming that 

the robot moves on level ground. The effect in the image of 

camera rotation is computed from the homography of a line 

at infinity. The corresponding vertical lines in two uncali-

brated images are then used to compute both the robot head-

ing and a region in the image that corresponds to the free 

space ahead [11]. 

 

One more important feature to be considered in vision 

navigation is the nature of the vision system. The number 

and placement of vision-system cameras play an important 

role in the function and performance of the navigation sys-

tem. Some techniques utilize vision systems that are placed 

on the vehicle [13], while in others they are placed station-

ary in the navigation field [8]. Some techniques have only 

one vision system, while others utilize  multiple vision sys-

tems placed at different positions in the navigation system. 

 

Although vision-based navigation systems are designed to 

overcome the disadvantages of the traditional navigation 

systems, some still depend on traditional techniques like 

maps and developing of 3D environments from an image 

system. When such systems use more than one vision sys-

tem, this further complicates the implementation of vision-

based navigation. A vision-based system must be imple-

mented in such a way as to overcome all of these disad-

vantages, while navigating on level ground without using 

any tracks. 

 

All of the aforementioned systems need large infrastruc-

ture and software, resulting in complex and costly tech-

niques. They are all dependent on the previous techniques 

and require some type of assumptions about the environ-

ment. Therefore, there is a need for the development of a 

navigation technique which uses less infrastructure and sim-

pler algorithms. Such a system should provide navigation 

for multiple vehicles with lower overhead and less software 

and hardware. 

 

In this study, a Vision-Based Navigation System was de-

veloped to navigate a UGV from a given position to a pre-

defined final position based solely on this system. Automat-

ed software, developed as a Centralized Image-Based Con-

troller Unit (CIBCU), would run the algorithms for vision 

processing, orientation, anti-collision, and navigation. It was 

tested using a prototype of the vision-based navigation sys-
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angle of each UGV. The position and orientation infor-

mation is used by the anti-collision algorithm to find the 

possibility of any collisions. Finally, the information about 

the x and y coordinates is fed to the navigation-control algo-

rithm. 

 

The navigation algorithm forms the heart of the entire set 

up as this system acts as the brain. Navigating all of the 

UGVs from their present positions to their final positions is 

the basic responsibility of the navigation algorithm. The RF 

communication control system handles the transmission of 

control data to each UGV. A conventional multiplexed radio 

transmitter serves as the communication medium. 

 

All of the above discussion is developed using a VB.net 

program. The main function of this program is to navigate 

the UGVs according to the positions and orientations de-

rived from the latest acquired images. The flow of the pro-

gram is to acquire the latest image from the vision system, 

resize and compress the image for faster processing, gener-

ate the coordinates of the vehicles by comparing the ac-

quired image with reference images, calculate the orienta-

tion of the vehicles from the generated coordinates, and 

navigate the vehicles to their final positions. This flow is 

implemented by using the previously described algorithms. 

 

tem and UGVs, and data analysis was carried out on the test 

data. The goal of this study was to develop a prototype Vi-

sion-Based Navigation System to track multiple Unmanned 

Ground Vehicles. 

 

Methodology 
 

The vision-based navigation system developed in this 

study involved processing the image generated by the vision 

system and navigating multiple UGVs such that they would 

not collide with each other in accordance with a predefined 

priority. The basic layout of the proposed solution as shown 

in Figure 1 helps to illustrate the methodology. The vision 

system generates the images, and sends them to the vision-

processing algorithm. The vision-processing algorithm then 

processes the image and generates the coordinates of each 

vehicle. The orientation algorithm then processes the orien-

tation of each vehicle using the coordinates generated by the 

vision-processing algorithm. An anti-collision algorithm 

checks the probability of collision and stops the UGV ac-

cording to its priority. The navigation algorithm navigates 

the vehicles according to the orientation of each vehicle. 

The data of the navigation are then transmitted to the vehi-

cles using RF communication. 

 
Figure 1. Layout of the Proposed Vision-Based Navigation 

System 

 

The CIBCU Control Panel is the user interface for operat-

ing the vision-based navigation system and works with all 

five main parts of the system. This control panel provides 

manual control levers and overriding capabilities to the hu-

man user, and has a user-friendly interface that provides 

user controls for all of the UGVs. The positions of the dif-

ferent UGVs are captured through the vision system cam-

era; these images are then transferred to the vision-

processing algorithm. The vision processing system uses the 

data from the images to provide x and y coordinates for the 

UGVs. The orientation system calculates the orientation 
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The program is divided into five main parts, based on these 

algorithms (see Figure 2): 
Figure 2. Flowchart for the Vision Navigation Program 

RF Communication 
 

The signals from the CIBCU are received by the transmis-

sion hardware and send navigation signals to the UGVs for 

navigation. A Parallax Basic Stamp (BS2SX) microcontrol-

ler in the transmission hardware is programmed to receive a 

signal from the CIBCU and transmit corresponding naviga-

tion signals. Transmission hardware is connected to the con-

troller’s serial port to receive serial commands, as well as 

being connected to the RF transmitter to transmit radio sig-

nals. The BS2SX microcontroller is capable of receiving 

and sending serial data.  

 

The BS2SX in the transmission hardware is programmed 

to receive a unique command and transmit a corresponding 

unique set of navigation signals. As the BS2SX receives a 

command from the serial port, it analyses the command 

using an “if else” loop. Each UGV has a predefined set of 

signals for navigation of each UGV and some universal 

signals, which provide specific navigation control for every 

UGV. Universal signals are in the range of 68 – 99, with 66 

being the universal stop command. Table 1 gives the range 

of signals for each UGV. 

 
Table 1. Signal Ranges for Each UGV 

The BS2SX program receives a command through a serial 

input (SERIN) in the form of numbers. The number re-

ceived is assigned to a variable, which is first checked to see 

if it falls in the range of universal signals. If the signal falls 

in the range of universal signals, the corresponding signal is 

transmitted via the RF transmitter (Figure 9). If the variable 

is not in the range of universal signals, then it is verified as 

to which UGV it belongs. Once it falls into a specific UGV 

range, it then checks for corresponding signals and sends it 

out. The transmit signal is a combination of three numbers. 

The BS2SX receives its commands through the serial port at 

9600 baud rates on pin 16, which is connected to the serial 

port. A PULSOUT signal is sent out to the transmitter to 

place it in a wake-up state before sending the signal. Then 

the actual signal is sent out to the transmitter from pin 7. 

The basic stamp is programmed to receive the signal contin-

uously from the serial port by using a loop. 

 

RF receivers are placed on every UGV to receive the sig-

nals. The BS2SX receives the signals through another RF 

receiver and navigates the UGVs. The receiver on each 

UGV is connected to a BS2SX, which controls the UGV. 

All of the UGVs receive all of the signals but only respond 

to signals assigned to them. 

 

Every UGV has a unique signal for every movement (see 

Table 2), all of which are preprogrammed on the UGV. The 

RF receiver on each UGV is always in the wake-up state to 

receive the signals. It receives every signal at its frequency 

and sends it to the BS2SX for processing. 

 
Table 2. Signals Specific to each UGV 

 

Each Boe-Bot UGV (Figure 3) is programmed for five 

important movement functions: forward, backward, clock-

wise, counterclockwise, and stop. The BS2SX sends out the 

pulses to the servo motors according to the signal it re-

ceives. Every UGV is programmed to make uniform move-

ments. The movement of the UGV is controlled by the 

PULSOUT signals to the servos. The servos on every UGV 

are connected to pins 12 and 13 of the BS2SX. 
Figure 3. Parallax Boe-Bot and Board of Education 

 

UGV Number Signal Range 

1 11 – 15 

2 21 – 25 

3 31 – 35 

4 41 – 45 

5 51 – 55 

 

UGV -1 

 

UGV -2 

 

UGV -3 

Signal Movement Signal Movement Signal Movement 

11 Forward 21 Forward 31 Forward 

12 Backward 22 Backward 32 Backward 

13 Clockwise 23 Clockwise 33 Clockwise 

14 Counterclockwise 24 Counterclockwise 34 Counterclockwise 

15 Stop 25 Stop 35 Stop 

 

UGV -4 

 

UGV -5 

Signal Movement Signal Movement 

41 Forward 51 Forward 

42 Backward 52 Backward 

43 Clockwise 53 Clockwise 

44 Counterclockwise 54 Counterclockwise 

45 Stop 55 Stop 
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All of the UGVs receive all of the signals transmitted 

from the transmitter. Once the signal is received by the 

UGV, the BS2SX on each UGV analyzes the signal it re-

ceived. If the signal received belongs to that UGV, then it 

responds with that specific movement.  

 

Centralized Image-Based Controller Unit 
 

The main window of the vision-based navigation system 

is shown in Figure 4. This screen shows the image of the 

bots which move relative to the x, y coordinates and the 

orientation angles for all of the UGVs.  
Figure 4. Snapshot of the Main Screen 

 

Test Environment 
 

Verification of this vision-based navigation system was 

accomplished with a test environment set up to navigate the 

bots according to the images acquired from the vision sys-

tem. The setup needed a predetermined space in which the 

bots were to be navigated, a frame to hold the camera at the 

top center of the predetermined space, a server to run the 

program and process the images and send the navigation 

signals, five UGVs with RF receivers, and transmission 

hardware. 

 

A test environment was set up with all of the require-

ments for full verification. The space for the UGV naviga-

tion was determined and a frame was built covering the pre-

determined area and a vision system was hung from the top 

of the frame. A server with high processing power was used 

to handle the overhead caused by the program. The vision 

system and transmission hardware were hardwired to the 

server. All of the UGV’s were given unique labels which 

had the symbols of the head and tail of each vehicle. Each 

component of the test environment is discussed in detail 

below. 

 

The UGVs’ test space was the predetermined space (see 

Figure 5) in which the bots would be navigated. The test 

space was recognized by the frame built to surround the test 

area. The frame was built using aluminum bars, and was 8 

feet in length, 8 feet wide, and 7 feet high (8’x8’x7’). The 

frame held the vision system at the top of the mid-center of 

the predetermined area.  

 

A high-quality vision system was needed to provide ro-

bust images of the environment. The vision system had to 

be capable of capturing images at regular intervals and be 

capable of operating remotely. The vision system also had 

to cover the total test space and provide high-quality imag-

es. A Canon 50D SLR camera was used as it fulfilled all of 

the above requirements. It was fitted with a wide-angle lens 

to cover the test area. 
Figure 5. Test Space 

 

The vision system was connected to the server using a 

USB cable. It was operated by the EOS utility provided by 

Canon. It could be programmed to capture continuous imag-

es with a predefined delay between the images and to save 

them in a specific location on the server. It could also be 

operated manually. The transmission hardware was built 

using a Board of Education (BOE) component carrier board, 

a BS2SX, and an RF transmitter. The BOE provided the 

interface for the BS2SX to connect to the serial port and to 

hold the transmitter module. The BS2SX was programmed 

to receive the signals from the CIBCU and transmit signals 

using an RF transmitter. The RF transmitter used in this 

project was a Parallax 433.92MHz RF transmitter module. 

This module comes with a transmitter chip, an antenna, and 
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four connection pins. It operates at a baud rate of 12.0k – 

19.2k and transmits up to 500 feet.  

 

Testing and Data Analysis 
 

All of the algorithms and programming discussed above 

were validated by testing in the test environment. At first, 

synchronization between the different parts of the setup was 

tested After which the different modes of operation of the 

program were tested. The vision system was tested for re-

mote shooting by connecting it to the controller and taking 

test shots. Zoom and focus of the lens were adjusted to cov-

er the whole test area. The vision system can be pro-

grammed for different photo formats and image orientation. 

The vision system was set to save images in the jpeg format 

with date and time stamps in the specified folder by the us-

er. The vision system was also set to take images in a con-

tinuous mode with the image capture interval and number of 

images being controlled from the remote-control panel. 

 

RF communications of both the transmitter and receiver 

was tested for functionality. The RF transmission was tested 

by checking which signal the RF hardware was receiving 

and which signal it was sending out. The RF receiver was 

tested by placing a DEBUG code in the receiver program 

and checking which signals it was receiving. The RF com-

munication was tested by sending signals to the vehicles to 

move them forward, backward, right, and left. It was tested 

on all vehicles for continuous signal transmission and trans-

mission range. The synchronization test was conducted to 

test the synchronization between the controller, vision sys-

tem, and RF transmission. It was tested by running the pro-

gram to navigate the vehicles to verify proper performance. 

It was also tested for all modes of operation and at different 

speeds of the UGV and camera intervals. 

 

The vision navigation was first tested by the navigation of 

one vehicle from its present position to a given position. 

This was done by running the program in the individual-

UGV mode. Only one vehicle was placed in the test field 

and navigated to a final position specified by the coordi-

nates. In this mode, an image was taken and processed and 

the UGV navigated towards the final position. After every 

movement in its trajectory, another image was taken and 

processed to check if the vehicle had deviated from its path. 

If the vehicle deviated from its original path it was rotated 

to get it back to its final position. If the vehicle was near the 

final position within an acceptable tolerance, the vehicle 

navigation was stopped. The data for every position was 

recorded automatically in a “.csv” file. 

 

The Vision Navigation test was run continuously ten 

times by navigating the same UGV between the same start 

and final positions. All of these data were recorded for sub-

sequent analysis using the save-data option, as seen in Table 

3. The x, y coordinates of head and tail orientation of the 

vehicle for every image were recorded across ten sets of 

data. The error in the data will be different every time the 

bots are navigated, thus the mean value was calculated from 

the ten data sets. These mean data were then plotted to illus-

trate performance of the system. 

 
Table 3. Mean Values Table of Test Data Recorded 

Figure 6 is a plot of the mean tail data showing the relation-

ship between the x and y coordinates. As can be seen, there 

was not much deviation from the expected path. Figure 7 is 

a plot of the mean head data showing the relationship be-
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tween the x and y coordinates. There is not much deviation 

from the expected path. 
Figure 6.  y versus x Coordinates 

Figure 7.  y versus x Coordinates 

Figure 8 is a plot of the mean orientation data showing the 

deviation from expected values of the orientation angle. The 

orientation angle graph should also be a straight line. How-

ever, it was observed that the UGVs deviated from their 

expected path. The deviation was the effect of a change in 

the coordinates on heads and tails of the vehicles. Further-

more, the deviation was only in the area indicated in the 

graphs. This is because most of the deviation in the orienta-

tion angle was dependent on both head and tail coordinates. 
Figure 8. Deviation in Orientation Angle 

 

Figure 9 is a plot of the data calculated from the mid-

points of the mean data to illustrate the deviation from ex-

pected values. This graph gives the actual path of the bot. 

There is not much deviation as the UGV moved from its 

present position to its final position. 
Figure 9. Deviation in UGV Path 

 

Conclusions 
 

The implementation and testing of this vision-based navi-

gation system allowed for some conclusions to be drawn, 

which would have a positive effect on the efficiency of the 

system. Efficient operation of the vision-processing system 

results in better operation of the navigation system. Thus, 

vision processing is the most important part of the project. If 

the coordinates generated by the vision-processing unit are 

incorrect, all other parts of the system result in error, as all 

other parts of the system depend on the values of the coordi-

nates generated by the vision-processing unit. 

 

Vision processing depends on the image generated by the 

vision system and the reference images. Both the image and 

reference image directly depend on the image labels on the 

UGVs, therefore the image labels on the bots are the key 

element for the success of the project. This means more 

work and time are spent coming up with better image labels 

that can help in generating exact coordinates of the vehicles.  

 

Recommendations 
 

After working extensively with the reference images, the 

authors came up with some recommendations for making 

image labels: 

1. All of the images should have a square background 

with different shapes on them. 

2. All of the shapes on the images should be as sharp as 

possible. 

3. Both background and shape on a label should be of 

different colors. 

4. Care should be taken to have different colors on the 

labels for backgrounds and shapes. 
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Abstract 
 

 The majority of existing driver-behavior and car-

following data sets, upon which many models are based, are 

relatively old and focus primarily on the following vehicle 

instead of the lead vehicle. Therefore, the purpose of this 

study was to look at how lead vehicle speed varies along 

basic uniform roadway segments, with grade and with hori-

zontal curvature in the microscopic traffic. The simulation 

results showed that lead vehicle speed will remain constant 

under any circumstances, irrespective of slope or grade, or 

road type. The simulation results may not, however, reflect 

real lead vehicle dynamics in the real world. The behavior 

of a lead vehicle at an intersection with a traffic signal was 

also investigated. When approaching a red light, a linear 

regression was drawn between lead vehicle deceleration 

distance and its original speed, i.e., the speed before decel-

eration. The study showed that at higher roadway speeds, 

more lead vehicles slowed down to pass the intersection 

with a green light. Moreover, this study examined how a 

change in speed for all vehicles in a curve is caused by the 

change in speed of the lead vehicle. The study, calibrated 

using field data, was carried out by an Application Program-

ming Interface function in the advanced simulation model, 

namely AIMSUN. The results showed that if the speed of 

all of the lead vehicles is influenced by roadway curvature, 

i.e., there is a reduction in speed, the overall average speed 

of the traffic network will be affected in the same manner 

regardless of the volume and speed limit.  

 

Introduction 
 

In traffic engineering, increased computer power has re-

sulted in increasing use of more microscopic traffic simula-

tion models over larger traffic networks. Older models used 

primarily macroscopic traffic analyses, which involved the 

aggregate behavior of a traffic stream, characterized by its 

volume, speed, and density. Recently, microscopic traffic 

simulation models which track the temporal locations and 

velocity patterns of individual vehicles in small time 

steps—that could be as small as 0.10 second in some cas-

es—have been attracting increased attention and receiving 

increased use. Microscopic simulation models use “car fol-

lowing theory” [1] to capture the changes in an individual 

vehicle’s velocity and, thus, its location in response to the 

vehicle it is following; a lead vehicle. Recent work [2], [3] 

has indicated that assumptions regarding car following rules 

make a difference in emissions estimates and also to the 

overall aggregate traffic parameters produced by traffic sim-

ulation models. The majority of existing driver-behavior 

and car-following data sets are relatively old and focus pri-

marily on the following vehicle instead of the lead vehicle.  

 

While almost all microscopic traffic simulation models 

are stochastic based, very little attention has been paid to the 

lead vehicle dynamics. In other words, the models assume 

that every vehicle/driver has a relatively constant desired 

free-flow speed. This desired speed typically varies between 

simulated vehicles and is often a function of the speed limit 

on a given link. The percentile of a given driver on the de-

sired speed distribution is assigned stochastically. If the 

vehicle is not following another vehicle, in other words it is 

leading, it travels this desired speed. Some models, such as 

PARAMICS, alter this speed due to horizontal curvature 

when it is coded into the network but, for the most part, this 

speed is assumed constant over time with no relationship to 

its surroundings. In reality, it is obviously reasonable to 

assume that grade and curvature also affect lead vehicle 

speed variability. Moreover, transportation planning re-

searchers have illustrated that surrounding land use [4], as 

well as road and shoulder width, can affect speed.  

 

Since the behavior of lead vehicles is the main input for 

second-by-second operations of the following vehicle via 

the car-following theories of microscopic traffic simulation 

models, studying the lead vehicle dynamics is important. 

This is especially true since the vehicle dynamics or modes 

are the new key input variables for emission models. It is 

essential to get the lead vehicle dynamics to replicate real-

world driver behavior to make traffic simulation models 

useful for modal emission modeling. Some researchers have 

pointed to the need to collect lead vehicle data [2], but to 

date none have been collected. Most car-following tests that 

have been carried out in an effort to advance car-following 

models were conducted on test-track facilities and in vehic-

ular tunnels [5]. In these tests, lead vehicle speed usually 

followed a predetermined speed pattern, including constant, 

random, or sinusoidal patterns [6-8]. Therefore, there is not 

a complete understanding of how lead vehicle speed varies 

with grade, with horizontal curvature, or as vehicles acceler-

ate or decelerate within the network along basic uniform 
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roadway segments.. In addition, it is unknown whether the 

behavior of all drivers is relatively the same, or if variation 

from person to person is large enough that a certain number 

of distinct driver categories must be established for model-

ing purposes. 

 

The critical second-by-second vehicle operations in a 

simulation model are dictated by microscopic flow theory or 

so-called car-following models. The majority of existing 

driver-behavior and car-following data sets, upon which 

these models are based, are relatively old and focus primari-

ly on the following vehicle instead of the lead vehicle. In 

addition, simulation models typically assume that lead vehi-

cles travel at a relatively constant desired speed with minor, 

random acceleration or deceleration changes. The limited 

study of lead vehicles is surprising because the behavior of 

lead vehicles is the most fundamental input to the micro-

scopic car-following theories and, therefore, affects accura-

cy. As such, it is necessary to understand the lead vehicle 

dynamics over different roadway and traffic conditions and 

to use this information to replicate real-world driver behav-

ior. Furthermore, the lead vehicle typology developed in 

this current study will be essential for establishing the type 

and size of driver samples needed for future real-world driv-

ing data collection.  

 

Objectives 
 

If a vehicle is not following another vehicle, it can be 

seen as a lead vehicle. A lead vehicle should travel at its 

desired speed, the maximum allowable speed. In reality, it 

seems reasonable to assume that the desired speed might not 

be fixed but in fact vary with each basic roadway segment, 

grade, and horizontal curve. To test such an assumption, 

microscopic traffic simulation models that are based on ‘car

-following theory’ appear easy to employ due to their con-

ceptual similarities with the assumption. 

 

The purpose of this study, then, was to evaluate how lead 

vehicle speed varies along basic uniform roadway segments, 

with grade and with horizontal curvature in the microscopic 

traffic simulation environment, using AIMSUN. The next 

section presents the experimental method of capturing lead 

vehicle information, and the three subsequent sections focus 

on testing the three hypotheses, which are: 

  

Hypothesis 1: Lead vehicle velocity is influenced by hori-

zontal curvature over all kinds of roadway types. 

Hypothesis 2: Lead vehicle velocity is influenced by grade 

over all kinds of roadway types. 

Hypothesis 3: Lead vehicle deceleration rate is influenced at 

intersections with signals for both green and red lights. 

 

In addition, the study investigated how the change in speed 

at a curve for all vehicles is caused by the change in the 

speed of the lead vehicle using field data. 

 

Detect Lead Vehicles in Simulation 
 

Lead vehicle means the vehicle is unconstrained by a ve-

hicle in front of it. In this simulation study, a lead vehicle 

was defined as one where no other vehicle has passed the 

current position in the same lane within the past 5 seconds. 

This definition is consistent with the one used in the field 

data collection process, where constrained driving was con-

sidered when the driver was following another vehicle with 

less than a five-second headway or the brake lights illumi-

nated on a vehicle ahead of the instrumented vehicle [8]. 

Additionally the five-second time interval/headway is 

equivalent to a 330ft headway on an urban road with an 

average speed 45 mph, or 513 feet on a freeway with an 

average speed of 70 mph. 

 

Lead Vehicle Dynamics on 

Horizontal Curves  
 

Lead vehicle dynamics on horizontal curves were studied 

using AIMSUN as the simulation tool. As shown in Figure 

1, a study area in the city of Hartford, CT, was selected in-

cluding a segment of I-91 with both on and off ramps, sev-

eral urban streets with eight signalized intersections, one 

stop sign, and one yield control. The traffic was comprised 

of cars, trucks, and buses. 

Figure 1. Traffic Network of the Study Area 

 

Figures 2 and 3 detail the placement of detectors on two 

horizontal curves on an urban street—Cottage Grove Road 

(Figure 2); and the I-91 freeway (Figure 3), in order to de-

termine whether or not the horizontal curvature affects the 

velocity of a lead vehicle. One detector was set before the 

curve and the other within the curve. The speed of the lead 

vehicle was measured and compared by these two detectors 

as it passed them.  
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Figure 2. Lead Vehicle Velocities with Urban Street Horizontal 

Curves  

Figure 3. Lead Vehicle Velocities with Freeway Horizontal 

Curves  

 

The simulation was run for 20 minutes. In total there were 

75 lead vehicles going through the curve on the urban street, 

all of which showed no change in velocity (less than 1 mile 

per hour). Similarity, the 164 lead vehicles detected on the 

freeway segment also exhibited no change in velocity. The 

study showed that lead vehicle speeds will stay constant on 

a curved road on any type of roadway in the simulation en-

vironment, AIMSUN.  

 

Lead Vehicle Dynamics on Roadway 

Grades 
 

Lead vehicle behavior affected by grade was examined 

using AIMSUN. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, a segment on 

Blue Hill Avenue (Figure 4), an urban street with an 8.02 

percent grade, and a segment on I-91 (Figure 5), a freeway 

with a -8.52 percent grade, were chosen. Two detectors were 

placed in each segment: one in advance of the grade and the 

other on the peak of the grade. The simulations were run for 

20 minutes. Based on the data recorded by the detectors, 

including the number of vehicles and their speeds, sixty-six 

lead vehicles were captured going past the Blue Hill Avenue 

detector and eighty-seven lead vehicles were recorded on 

the freeway. None showed any change in speed. The results 

of the simulation using AIMSUN showed that neither lead 

vehicle behavior nor speed was affected by grade.  

Figure 4. Lead Vehicle Velocities with Urban Street Slopes 

Figure 5. Lead Vehicle Velocities with Freeway Slopes 

 

Lead Vehicle Dynamics at 

Intersections 
 

In this section, the behavior of a lead vehicle at an inter-

section with a traffic light was investigated. Two scenarios 

were considered: one was to study how a lead vehicle re-

sponds to a red light, while the other was how it reacts to a 

green light when approaching the intersection.  

 

Approaching a Red Light 
 

It was found that all vehicles would reduce their speed 

when approaching a red light. Without the interference of 

other vehicles ahead, the extent to which a lead vehicle re-



——————————————————————————————————————————————–———— 

 

ε = A normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a stand-

ard deviation of 38.68 feet 

Figure 7. Lead Vehicle Speed before Deceleration vs. Decelera-

tion Distance 

 

The R value in this regression model was 0.809. Moreo-

ver, both the ANOVA and T-test showed that the P-value of 

the coefficient of the slope was 4.15x10-31, which means 

that there was a strong linear relationship between the lead 

vehicle deceleration distance and its speed before decelera-

tion. In addition, the domain of this model was that x was 

between 10 and 60 mph, as this was on an urban road.  

 

Approaching a Green Light 
 

How a lead vehicle changes its speed when approaching a 

green light at an intersection is discussed in this section. The 

hypothesis was that ‘aggressive’ lead drivers would speed 

up at a green light, while ‘safe’ lead vehicle drivers would 

slow down. At the intersection of Main Street and Albany 

Avenue, two more detectors were added on the intersection 

approach: Detector Two and Detector Three, as shown in 

Figure 6. Detector One was still used to test whether or not 

a vehicle was a lead vehicle, based on the 5-second rule. 

Once the detector captured a lead vehicle while the traffic 

light was green, then the vehicle would be tracked as such. 

When the tracked lead vehicle passed through Detector Two 

with the same green light, its speed was compared with that 

from Detector One. If a reduction or increase in speed of 2 

mph or more occurred, the speed change was noted.  

 

This study excluded the following two scenarios: 

 

1) The traffic light switched to red while the lead vehi-

cle was passing through Detector Two.  

 

sponds to this scenario is simply a function of its perception 

of and reaction to the red stop signal. This experiment stud-

ied the deceleration distance of a lead vehicle since it was 

easier to measure and more intuitive to understand. The 

deceleration distance measures the  distance that a lead ve-

hicle travels from its current speed to a dead stop with a 

constant rate of deceleration. The intersection at Main Street 

and Albany Avenue was studied, as illustrated in Figure 6. 

The approach roads were selected so that road design ele-

ments such as grade and curvature would not affect the ve-

hicles’ change in speed.  

Figure 6. Lead Vehicle Deceleration Distance with Traffic 

Signal 

 

Detector One (Figure 6) was placed 305.9 feet away from 

the stop line of the intersection. A vehicle was determined to 

be leading if no other vehicle passed the detector within 5 

seconds of that vehicle. For a lead vehicle approaching a red 

traffic signal, its speed was tracked and measured at every 

simulation step as it traveled to the stop line. Once the lead 

vehicle started to decelerate, the distance to the stop line 

was determined to be the deceleration distance. 

 

In order to study the relationship between vehicle speed 

and deceleration distance, three speed ranges were exam-

ined: 20~30 mph, 30~40 mph, and 40~50 mph. A simulation 

of 20 minutes was used for each scenario. A total of 129 

lead vehicles approaching a red light were evaluated and 

their corresponding deceleration distances were measured. 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between lead vehicle speed 

before deceleration (mph) and the deceleration distance 

(feet).  

 

A linear regression was performed on the experimental 

data and the following equation was derived: 

 

 

where 

y = Lead vehicle deceleration distance while approaching 

the red light (feet) 

x = Lead vehicle speed before deceleration while ap-

proaching the red light ( mph) 

ε+−= 712.41547.5 xy
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2) If there was a significant number of queued vehicles 

ahead of the lead vehicle that prevented it from trav-

eling freely through the intersection. The scenarios 

could be easily detected with Detector Three, which 

was placed close to the stop line in order to measure 

any queued vehicles.  

 

A series of vehicle original speeds (speed before slowing 

down or speeding up) were examined and are presented in 

Table 1. It was found that no lead vehicle changed its speed 

passing the junction with an original speed of less than 30 

mph. The higher the original speed, the higher the percent-

age of vehicles that slowed down. When the original speed 

reached 45 mph, all of the lead vehicles slowed down at the 

intersection. It is worth pointing out that at speeds above 50 

mph, one vehicle sped up while the rest slowed down. 

 
Table 1 Variation of Lead Vehicle Speed at Green Light 

Intersection 

Figure 8 illustrates how the speed decreased compared 

with various approaching speeds. The x axis in the figure 

shows the speed before slowing down, while the y axis is 

the speed reduction when the vehicle went through the inter-

section with a green light.  

Figure 8. Speed Reduction at Green Light versus Vehicle 

Approaching Speed 

 

The ANOVA analysis showed that the data were random-

ly distributed and there was no obvious linear or other rela-

tionship discovered between these two factors.  

 

Simulation using Field Data 
 

Change of Lead Vehicle Speeds in the 

Simulation by Application of a 

Programming Interface (API) 
 

The simulation study showed that lead vehicle speeds are 

NOT affected either by horizontal curvature or grades on 

various types of roadways (with different posted speed lim-

its). The field study suggested that there were statistically 

significant differences in speed and acceleration patterns for 

older and younger lead drivers [8]. 

 

This section reviews how the speed at a curve for all vehi-

cles, caused by the change in the lead vehicles’ speed, 

changed. A segment on the study route used in the Belz and 

Aultman project [8] was selected. As shown in Figure 9, the 

radius of the curve was 175.35 feet. The total length of the 

curved road was then set to be 601.56 feet. The speed limit 

of the road was 40 mph, one lane per direction. The study 

period was 9:00am to 9:20am. The traffic composition was 

90% cars and 10% trucks. As shown in Figure 9, two detec-

tors were planned, one at the beginning and the other at the 

end of the curve.  

Figure 9. Study Scenario 

 

Since the simulation software, similar to AIMSUN, does 

not automatically change the speed of a vehicle when it ne-

gotiates a curve, the study applied an Application Program-

ming Interface (API) to manually change the speed of all 

lead vehicles. The flowchart of Figure 10 describes how the 

API was applied in order to achieve this purpose.  

 

 

Original 
Speed  

Number of 
vehicles 
speed 

unchanged 

Number of 
vehicles 
speed 

decreased 

Number of 
vehicles speed 

increased 

0~30 mph 13 0 0 

30~35 mph 18 2 0 

35~40 mph 12 5 0 

40~45 mph 4 12 0 

45~50 mph 0 15 0 

50mph and 
above 0 13 1 
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Figure 10. Flowchart of API to Manually Control the Speed of 

Lead Vehicle 

 

An API is available as an advanced feature in some simu-

lators such as AIMSUN to provide an interface connection 

between user-defined applications and the simulation envi-

ronment. The flowchart of Figure 10 was repeated in every 

simulation step. It showed that once Detector One captured 

a lead vehicle, it would be tracked and its speed reduced. 

The reduction is stochastically assigned following a Normal 

Distribution with a mean of 10 mph and a standard devia-

tion of 4. The vehicle traveled at this reduced speed within 

the curve. After it passed the curve and Detector Two, the 

vehicle would be released from its “tracking” status and 

allowed to resume a speed automatically assigned by the 

simulation software based on its characteristics and the 

speed limit of the roadway. 

 

Impact of Lead Vehicle Speed Change to 

the Overall Network given a Speed Limit 

of 40 mph 
 

Table 2 presents the average speed of all vehicles passing 

that section during a 20-minute period where the roadway 

speed limit was 40 mph. Two scenarios were considered: 

one without API control to represent that there would be no 

change in lead vehicle speed, and one with API control to 

show where all lead vehicles are forced to slow down ac-

cording to the distribution explained in Figure 10. The over-

all average speed of all vehicles in that section without API 

control and with API control under different traffic volumes 

were compared and summarized in Table 2. Here, API only 

controls the speed of the lead vehicles. 

 

 

Table 2. Overall Average Speed affected by Lead Vehicle Speed 

Changes 

(Roadway: Speed limit = 40 mph) 

 

The results shown in Table 2 clearly indicate that the 

overall average network speed decreased when the network 

traffic got heavier, if there was no change on lead vehicle 

speed (i.e., without API control in the simulation). Howev-

er, the situation was quite different for the case where the 

lead vehicles did change their speed in order to negotiate the 

curve (i.e., with API control in this experiment). The simu-

lation showed that the overall speed fluctuated between 36 

and 37 mph. Since the speed of the lead vehicles was re-

duced by a random value with a standard deviation of 4 

mph, compared to the speed standard deviation of 0.58 mph 

in Table 2, it was believed that traffic volume was inde-

pendent of overall average speed. The finding suggests that 

if the speed of all lead vehicles is affected by the curvature, 

i.e., resulted in a reduction in their speed, all of the vehicles 

in the entire network would be affected in the same manner, 

regardless of the volume.  

 

Impact of Lead Vehicle Speed Change to 

Overall Network for Various Speed Limits  
 

This section presents the results of whether or not the 

roadway speed limit affected the results. Table 3 shows the 

results for a local road of 25 mph and a freeway of 60 mph. 

Both cases showed consistent results with the speed limit of 

40 mph. The overall average speeds decreased while the 

traffic volume increased. However, with a drop of lead vehi-

cle speed, there seemed to be little impact on the overall 

network speed by the change of volume.  

 

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the differences in average 

speed (the last column) were approximately the same in 

terms of a variety of traffic demands. It means that API re-

duced almost the same amount of speed from its original 

speed under different speed limits. Hence, the reduction of 

network speed by API is independent of the speed limit. 

Volume 

Vehicles 

per hour 

Overall Av-

erage Speed 

without API 

Overall Aver-

age Speed 

with API 

Difference 

200 43.56 36.25 7.31 

600 42.57 37.68 4.89 

1000 41.70 37.26 4.44 

1400 40.31 36.77 3.54 

1800 38.09 36.03 2.06 
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Table 3. Overall Average Speed affected by Lead Vehicle Speed 

Changes 

(Roadway: Speed limit = 60 mph and 25 mph) 

 

Impact of Each Vehicle Speed Change to 

the Overall Network  
 

An interesting experiment was conducted to study how 

the network would behave if each vehicle would respond to 

the curvature by reducing its speed following a statistical 

distribution, explained in Figure 10. Table 4 presents the 

comparison of two cases for a roadway of 40 mph: one with 

speed control of each vehicle, and one with speed control of 

the lead vehicle only.  

 
Table 4 A Comparison of Overall Average Speed  

(Roadway: Speed limit = 40 mph) 

 

It was surprising to discover that the overall average 

speed with a control of each vehicle’s speed decreased very 

quickly with an increase of traffic volume. The reason is 

that with an application of normal distribution, the speed 

reduction of each vehicle is randomly assigned (so that 

some vehicles slow down much more than others do). As a 

result, a vehicle with a current speed of 40 mph might be 

forcefully slowed down to 15 mph, which would create a 

bottle-network or slow-moving queue scenario in the traffic 

and, therefore, have a more profound impact on the entire 

network.  

 

Conclusion 
 

The simulation results showed that lead vehicle speed will 

remain constant in any circumstances, whether with slope or 

grade changes and on all selected road types. With real-life 

experience, it is reasonable to assume that lead vehicle 

speed and acceleration are affected by the curvature and 

grade of the road. These hypotheses were also validated by 

field studies [9], [10]. Hence, the results generated by the 

microscopic traffic simulation model do not match the pro-

posed hypotheses. It is believed that the simulation does not 

reflect lead vehicle dynamics in the real environment. Some 

detailed findings and justifications about the simulation 

study are provided below: 

 

First, in AIMSUN, when a car is travelling on a horizon-

tal surface, its speed will be affected by three factors: maxi-

mum desired speed of the vehicle, speed acceptance of the 

vehicle, and speed limit of the section or turn. The maxi-

mum desired speed is a maximum value between a speed 

generated by the characteristics of the driver and a speed 

imposed by the presence of a vehicle in front of it, neither of 

which take into account road geometric information. Speed 

acceptance of a vehicle is part of a driver’s characteristics 

which still do not include effects of the geometry of the 

section. The only geometric information of the sections is 

the speed limit of the section that is unfortunately a fixed 

value, so it becomes very easy to understand why the vehi-

cle speed will not be affected by any horizontal curvature of 

the section. 

 

Secondly, in AIMSUN, when a vehicle is travelling on a 

section with a slope, the slope percentage will only change 

its maximum acceleration. The calculation of the vehicle 

velocity uses the same calculation for when the vehicle is on 

a horizontal surface. Therefore, the slope percentages will 

not change the vehicle speed. In other words, AIMSUN is 

just a program that applies the microscopic traffic simula-

tion in a mathematical way, and cannot replace field tests.  

 

Moreover, the behavior of a lead vehicle at intersections 

with traffic signals was investigated. When approaching a 

red light, a linear regression was drawn between lead vehi-

cle deceleration distance and the vehicle’s original speed; 

i.e., the speed deceleration before deceleration. However, 

the data also showed a more random distribution when ap-

Speed 
limit 
mph 

Volume 
Vehicles 
per hour 

Overall Av-
erage Speed 
without API 

Overall 
Average 
Speed 

with API 

Difference 

60 200 62.49 55.96 6.53 

 600 61.21 55.52 5.69 

 1000 59.84 55.38 4.46 

 1400 58.46 55.90 2.56 

 1800 55.95 54.43 1.52 

25 200 27.14 19.83 7.31 

 600 26.19 20.72 5.47 

 1000 25.33 19.87 5.46 

 1400 24.55 19.96 4.59 

 1800 23.06 20.42 2.64 

Volume 
Vehicles per 

hour 

Overall average 
speed with control of 

each vehicle 

Overall average 
speed with 

control of lead 
vehicles 

200 33.95 36.25 

600 10.40 37.68 

1000 6.87 37.26 

1400 3.60 36.77 

1800 3.54 36.03 
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proaching a green light. The study showed that the higher 

the roadway speed, the higher the percentage of lead vehi-

cles that slowed down. More lead vehicles would reduce 

their speed when they travel on the higher speed roadways 

when approaching an intersection with a green light. 

 

Finally, how the change in speed at a curve for all vehi-

cles caused by the change in speed of the lead vehicles was 

studied using field data. An API was developed to manually 

carry out this plan in the simulation. The findings show that 

if the speed of all of the lead vehicles is affected by curva-

ture, i.e., resulted in a reduction in speed, all of the vehicles 

in the entire network would be affected in the same manner 

regardless of the volume and speed limit.  

 

It is suggested that a more realistic speed distribution of 

lead vehicles responding to the external environment, e.g., 

curvature or grade, should be used in the simulation. Data 

collection on various driver populations with different be-

havior or age groups is absolutely necessary to enhance the 

accuracy of the simulation.  
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